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William George Tight was born in Granville, Ohio, March 12th,
1865. He gxaduated from Dennison Univemty, with the degxee of
B. S., in 1886 and obtained his M. S. in the following year. For four~
teen years he was professor of Geology in his Alma Mater, and at
intervals through this period he studied at Harvard and Chicago
Univemties. It was during this time also that he worked up the thesis
which secured for him the Doctor's degree from the University of
Chicago in 190 I . This thesis, "Drainage Modifications in Ohio, West
Virginia and Kentucky," was published by the United States Government and is known as Professional Paper, No. 13. The results of his
fidd work in the Lake Superior Region were published, with the late
C. L. Herrick's material, in the Dennison University Bulletins. In
the same publication also may be found numerous papers on subjects of
biology from Dr. Tight's pen. He is a member and a past president of
the Ohio State Academy of Science, and was for ten years the perman·
ent secretary of the Dennison Scientific Association.
Since his coming to New Mexico in 190 I, he has played a part
in the interests of science no less conspicuous than that of his Ohio career.
He is a fdlow of the AAA.S., past secretary of the New Mexico Academy of Science; member of the United States Geological Survey, fellow
and past president of the Cordilleran Section of the Geological Society
of America. Among his publications may be mentioned a paper on
"New Mexico Balsam Plains," which appeared in the American
Geologist.
The Academic year, now closing, is the fifth of President Tight's
administration of the University of New Mexico. It has been a time of
ceaseless activity and attention to details on his part, and a period of

growth and expansion for the institution. By his initiative, deparbnents
have been dearly dillerentiated, college courses added and the curriculum
made complete from the beginning of the preparatory school up to the
bachdor's degree. His plans for the University have been accepted
by the Board of Regents and in accordance with these plans, the campus
is being made into a park of notable landscape features. New buildings are being added to meet the growing numbers and demands of
students. But his most enduring work has been that of inspiring in all
the members of the University, Regents, Faculty, Alumni and students,
a spirit of hope, enthusiasm and faith in the wider future of the
greater University of New Mexico.

Wqt lltniurrsitg lJbral.
President Schunnan of Cornell University often quotes the saying
that

11an

educated man should know something of everything and every~

thing of something."

There are certainly few people who can reach

this goal but it is one that is calculated to adjust the necessities of modern
life to the ideals of our forefathers.
The ancients said, "Homo sum; humani nihil a me alienum puto."

-"1 am a man and consider nothing that concerns mankind a matter of
indifference to me."

This indicates what their ideal of culture and

education was. Throughout the middle ages, those studies farniliarily
known as the humanities were pursued almost to the exdusion of mathmaries and science.

More recently, and even down to the present day,

the advocates of a purdy dassical education have been very numerous.
In England the adjustment of ancient tradition to modern necessity
in University life, has not yet been completdy brought about. In
America, on the other hand, even at Harvard, which may be said to
be the most conservative of our great universities in this respect, the
beating pulse of the times has been felt and a greater latitude in the
selection of studies has been allowed.
In the nervous rush of modem civilization which is above all else a
materialistic civilization, it is almost an essential, in order to make what is
generally conceeded to be a success in life, that each man "know everyEDITOR'S NOTE:-Thit artide ia ftom the pen ol Governor H.
member ol Board ol Reaeatl olthe Univenity.

J. HaaennaD, Oll·olhcio

thing of something;" that everyone specialize in some branch of human
endeavor.
Science has made such rapid strides during the past generation,
that to keep abreast, not to say in advance of it in any one of its
branches, one's whole time, must it seems, be devoted to one particular
line of work and one exclusive channel of thought.

It is much more

difficult for a Doctor of Philosophy or Letters, from whatever college he
may come, to find a remunerative position today, than it is for a mechanical, electrical or civil engineer to do so.
The courses which lead to these degrees in our good technical
schools, leave little time for the pursuit of those studies which are so
essential a part of every well-rounded education, the studies that promote
culture, exert a refining influence on the mind and teach us the value of
truth and beauty in nature, literature and art.

The necessity of keeping

pace with the times in the matter of technical knowledge, the great desire to
get down to work in remunerative positions and the great demand for
young men, weU trained along scientific lines, makes it almost impossible
for our schools and colleges to include much else than pure science in any
of their technical courses.

And yet how desirable, how infinitely more

wholesome it would be, if when a man leaves his university with

aU

that is modern and up-t<>-date in a particular scientific branch of knowledge, he could carry with him as well, a love of
other branches.

aU that is worthy in

A broad and liberal education is essential even for

specialists and professional men, first because it will directly help them in
the practice of their professions, and secondly, because their own lives

will be made fuller and far happier. No man, however proficient he may
be in any line, can make a real, personal success of his life, if his sympathies
are bound down to the narrow limits of his own profession.

This has

long been recognized, in its application to the pradice of law, in which

profession, no doubt. everything possible in the way of human knowledge can sometime or other be turned to use.

It is recognized in

medicine and surgery, and in these professions specialists are becoming
less and less popular.

We fear, and often with reason, that a man who

has con6ned his studies to one particular branch of

disease. is

more than

likdy to hunt for its symptoms in us. and overlook other and possibly
greater ailments.
Just as in Law and Medicine, though perhaps not to so great
an extent--it is highly essential in the study of other professions to
remember that without a broad, solid and substantial foundation, even
the most splendid superstructure is unsafe.

The building of this founda-

tion is begun in the primary school and finished in the University.
the latter the structure is just begun.

In

Its completion is a life's work and

there are few, if any, who live long enough to see it completed to their
own satisfaction.

The longer a man lives and the greater the number

of emergencies that arise for him to quickly master, the more he realizes
how highly necessary it is to dwell upon the fundamental and essential

truths, the eternal verities, in the early education of our young men and

It should be corUtantly borne in mind that the great masterpieces of literature and art, like the great truths of Christianity, are weD

women.

worth our careful study and thoughtful consideration, because they have
held their places in the hearts of mankind through so many centuries;
because they have influenced for good the best men of aU nations, for
hundreds of years.

Whatever our line of work we cannot err greatly if

we cultivate a taste and love for the best that has gone before us,
remembering in spite of what pessimists may say to the contrary, that it
is the good and not the evil that endures; the worthy and not the
unworthy that rises above oblivion in this transitory world.

Our fathers

and grandfathers and those before them have made a choice for us of
the best that was accomplished in every line of inteUectual effort of their

day, and whatever may be accomplished now, those of us who ignore
and disrespect the past are making a serious and very grave mistake.
The greatest resource is culture. The greatest result of education
is the ability to enjoy and appreciate the best in nature and in art. If
we bear

this in mind, our lives, whether cast in professional, political or

ecclesiastical spheres will never be bitter nor tedious.
H. j . HAGERMAN.

FACCLTY 'M EMBERS
C. E. Hodgin

J. S. P a r·sons

R. F.

A>~plund

John \Veinzirl
A. M. Espinosa

E. A. Hic k<'Y

W~t

lllumrr.aity.

I thought how Coronado came in pride,
The head of many valiant knights of old,
• To plant upon the mesa far and wide
The &ndard of a nation fierce and bold.
The misty, dreamy past dispelled
In vision of a teeming city fair,
Upon the eastern height of land beheld
The pregnant matrix of a diamond rare.
The si.nlcing !Wl in loving ray,
Doth tint the diamond as a piece of glory;
The splendor of a grander, better way,
Exceeds the lmightly lists of story.
All hail, in peace a new born gem I
Ne'er fail in war, our U.N. M.l

Htn2
Dr.]. A Henry Scholarship Prize

Lillian G. Huggett

l!TU.3
Dr.]. A. Henry Scholarship Prize
G\l$tave A. Magnusson

Dr. W. G. Hope History Prize
Wilfred H. Worth, First Prize
Kirk Bryan, Second Prize

l!TU4
Dr.]. A Henry Scholarship Prize
Lillian G. Huggett

Dr. W. G. Hope History Prize
Divided between Frank Alvord and Clarence E. Heald
School of Music Scholarship
YolaBiack

l!TU5
Dr. ]. A Henry Scholarship Prize
Tallie Allen

Dr. W. G. Hope History Prize
Tillie Allen

Dr. E. M. Wilson Scholarship
Divided between Kate Cunningham and Maria Espinosa.

Cecil Rhodes' Scholarship
Thomas Sidney Bell

THOl\IAS SIDNEY BELL

1Rqoile.a' &rqnlar.
Thomas Sidney Bell, New Mexico's first representative at the
Univel'$ity of Oxford, was born of Eng~sh parentage at Bellview, Illinois,
in 1883, and received his early education in that State. His academic
work and a part of his college COUI'$e were received at the Univel'$ity of
Colorado, in Boulder, where his family resided for some years. He
came to New Mexico in the fall of 1904, and graduated the following
May with a degree of B. A.
While at the University of New Mexico, Mr. Bell was identified
with every phase of college Gfe. In the work of the literary society and
the college paper, whose columns were often benefiitted by his contributions, he was always prominent. He acted as editor-in-chief of the

•u. N. M. Weekly

1

for a short time, when the editor was out of town.

He was an active fraternity man and thus he also toolc an interest
in the social life of the school. H e was especially distinguished in
athletics.

Basketball was his favorite of the college games, and in this

he was an experienced player, having

been on the team of the Univer-

sity of Colorado. He was made Captain of our 'Varsity team for the
year 1904-'05, and made a record for himself, that will not soon be
forgotten, in the game at Las Cruces with the Agricultural College, when
the score was 21 - 9 in favor of the University. Football, baseball and
track work also claimed a share of Mr. Bell's attention, and he proved
himself a reliable man in them all.
It was as a student, however, that Mr. Bell made the greatest
impression among his New Mexico friends. His bent is toward the
classics, in which he is proficient, but in connection with this work he is
keenly interested in history, philosophy and literature. His work always
showed a depth of thought, an originality, coupled with a fund of infor-

tnation, that was striking; and his own love for learning stimulated in
those who came in contact with him a desire for a wider culture.

On the morning that Dr. light read in Assembly the telegram
announcing that Mr. Bell had passed the required examination for
entrance to Oxford, and also stated that the faculty had taken immediate and unanimous action in appointing him to the Rhodes· Scholarship,
there was a great demonstration of college spirit by the students. Yells
and speeches were in order, and congratulations came from all sides.
He left for England in October, and took up his residence in Lincoln
College, Oxford.
A number of letters have reached his friends on this side during the
school year, telling about life at the famous English University and his
own progress there. From all accounts, he is proving himself a worthy
representative of our Alma Mater. He is reading for a degree in law,
the degree of B. C. L., and expects to take his examination for this in
two years. He is also taking an active part in athletics, has played on
the football team, and rowed in what is called the ftfreshmen Fours"
boat race. Some of his letters deal with Oxford life in a most interesting way, and others with "English life in general, and political conditions
there. showing that his interest in men and alfairs is as keen as ever.
New Mexico is proud of her first O.dord scholar. She gives him
her hearty best wishes for a useful and successful career, and hopes in
course of time, to send as worthy successors, to be the beneficiaries of
Cecil Rhodes at the famous institution of learning.

i;i.atnry nf tqr llniurr.atty.
~~~~~~HEN an educational institution has survived

long enough to be in its 1 teens,1 a retrospective glance over the pathway of its
growth is appropriate. The University of
New Mexico is practically 'sweet sixteen, n
with the life, vivacity, ambition and promise
for the future, which usually characterize
that enterprising age of youth.

Hon. B. S. Rodey of Albuquerque,

who made a national reputation as delegate to congress, by his gallant
fight for statehood, is the 'father of the bill• which created the Univenity
of New Mexico. He introduced the bill in the T etritorial Legislative
Assembly, and worked faithfully for it until the act became a law on
the 28th of February 1889. The following extracts are taken from
the law creating the institution:
Section 1. There is hereby created and established within and
for the Territory of New Mexico, an institution of learning to be known
as 'The University of New Mexico.1 Said institution is hereby located
at or near the Town of Albuquerque, in the County of Bernalillo,
within two miles of Railroad Avenue, in said town, upon a tract of good,
high and dry land, of not less than twenty acres, suitable for the purpose
of such institution, which land shall, within six months from the passaae
of this act, be donated and conveyed, free of any cost and expense, to
the Territory of New Mexico, by W. G. Mylert; provided, that no
improvements or buildings as hereinafter provided for, shall be made or

erected on such land until such deed is duly executed, recorded and filed
in the office of the Secretary of the Territory as hereinafter provided.
Section 2. The University of New Mexico, hereby created and
establish~d. is intended to be the State University, when New Mexico

shall be admitted as a state into the Union, and as such is entitled to aU
the donations of lands and other benefits under all acts of Congress, now
in force or hereafter to be enacted, for the benefit of such educational
institutions in the future state.
Section 8. The object of the University hereby created shall be
to provide the inhabitants of the Territory of New Mexico and the future
state, with the means of acquiring a thorough knowledge of the various
branches of literature, science and arts.
Section 9.

The management and control of said University, the

care and preservation of all property of which it shall become possessed,
the erection and con$11Uction of all buildings necessary for its use, and
the disbursement and expenditure of all moneys appropriated by this net,
shall be vested in a board of five Regents, to consist of live qualified
voters, who shall be owners of real estate in this territory.
Section I I . The regents of the University and their successors in
office, shall constitute a body corporate under the name and style of
•The Regents of the University of New Mexico,• with the right, as such,
of suing and being,.sued, of contracting and being contracted with, of
making and using a common seal and altering the same at pleasure.
Section 15.

The University shall have departments, which shall

hereafter be opened at such times as the Board of Regents shall deem
best, for instruction in science, literature and the arts, law, medicine,
engineering, and such other departments and studies as the Board of

Regents may, from time to time, decide upon, including military training
and tactics.
Section 16. The immediate government of the several departments shall be intrusted to their respective faculties, but the Regents shall
have the power to regulate the course of instruction, and prescribe the

boob and authorities to be used in the several departments, and abo to
confer such degrees and grant such diplomas as are usually conferred and
granted by other Universities.

The Regents shall have the power to

remove any officer connected with the University, when in their judge-J
ment the interests require it.
(a).

The University created by this act shall be open to the

children of all residents of this territory and such others as the Board of
Regents may determine, under such rules and regulations as may be
prescribed by said board, whenever the finances of the institution shall
warrant it, and is deemed expedient by said Board of Regents.
Section 17.

No sectarian tenets or opinions shall be required to

enable any person to be admitted as a student or employed as a tutor or
other instructor to the University, but the same shall be forever nonsectarian in character. • • •
When the bill became a law, Governor L. Bradford Prince, then
New Mexico'• chief executive appointed the foDowing Board of
Regents: G. W. Mylert, Henry L. Waldo, Mariano S. Otero, Eliu
S. Stover, Frank W. Clancy.
The Governor and the Superintendent of Public lnstructiion, then
Amado Chaves, were ex-officio members of the Board.
The Regents who have been continued from the beginning are
E. S. Stover, F. W. Clancy and H. L. Waldo.

Others whose names

have appeared since are, W. B. Childers, J . H. Wroth, J . C. Armijo
and E. V. ChaveJ.
The first faculty elected consisted of President, E. S. Stover;
Principal, George S. Ramsay; Alcinda L. Morrow, Marshall R. Gaines,
Albert B. Christy, G. R. Stouffer and Andrew Groh.
Many changes have occurred in the faculty since the beginning.
Prof. Hiram Hadley was vice-president in charge for three years, from
1895 to 1897.

Dr. C.

L. H errick, the second president of the insti-

tution, served from 189 7 to 190 1.

Upon his resignation, W. G. Tight

was chosen by the Regents.
After the passage of the act in the Legislature of 1889, creating the
University, the first Board of Regents secured the required amount of
land, and began the erection of a large building, as soon as the funds
were available. The structure was completed and accepted by the
Board in May, 1892.
The Normal School of the University was the first to be organized,
it being opened on June 15, 1892, for a summer ten:D. In September

of the same year the Preparatory School was opened, and in November
of 1893 the Commercial School was added.
ln 1896 a gymnasium was erected and equipped with as much
apparatus as funds would permit.
The Hadley Labaratory, largely the gift of Mrs. Walter C. Hadley,
supplemented by donations from friends in Albuquerque and in other
parts of the territory, was erected in 1899.

This building affords

accommodations for the science work with a special view to climatological investigations, a feature of research desired by Mrs. Hadley.
Dormitory facilities were made possible in 1902, when rooms were

fitted up on the second floor of the main building for the use of boys,
while the cottage on the campus was made into a girls' dormitory.
accommodations available were soon taken by students.

The

Later it was

necessary to remove the boys from the temporary dormitory in the main
building and they were accommodated in a rented building just outside
the campus.
The

first catalog, issued in 1892, contained fifteen pages, the

latest one, 1906, over one hundred pages, with a large number of
fine cuts, illustrating the many recent improvements.
One of the most substantial indications of real scholastic growth is
the advancement made in the courses of study.

The preparatory course

has been increased to a thorough four year's course.

The coUege courses

of four years are strong, with standards similar to those of the best universities in the country.

The entrance requirement to the preparatory

school is the completion of the eighth grade work, and to the coUeges, a
fuU four years high school or preparatory course.
The Nonnal School gives one year of stridly professional work,
and a preparation of four years of academic work is required.

It is planned to open an Engineering School in the fall semeSter.
Since the beginning the University has graduated from all departments 1 I 6 students, many of whom are successfuUy occupying positions
of trust and honor.

About eighteen in the present senior dass will finish

the college and other courses in May.
The Alumni Association was organized in 1894, and has giVen a
banquet each year since.
Among the recent improvements on the campus may be noticed a
twenty-foot wind

mill on a seventy-five foot frame, the well being 250

feet deep, furnishing the hneSt of water.

A series of tanks holding about

I 0,000 gallons are lccated in the attic of Science Hall.

A reservoir

with a capacity of about a quarter million gallons, occupying the higheSt
point of ground on the campus, is used for irrigating purposes and as a
swimming pool.

The athletic track circles the reservoir, gymnasium

building, and a well constructed outdoor gymnasium, including rings,
bars, poles, vaulting horses, etc.

There is also a baseball diamond, an

outdoor basket ball ground, croquet and tennis courts.
The Class of 1904 left to the campus a unique, rustic pump and
watering trough made of pine slabs, with the bark left on the surface.
The Class of 1905 gave a college seat, made of artificial stone,
which is located near the rustic pump.
The mqnhers of the present Senior Class have had constructed a
beautiful fountain with circular pool, twenty feet in diameter, rustic rocks,

dass numerals. aquatic plants and glittering gold fish. This beautiful
gift will be dedicated on Class Day.
The grounds of the University have been laid out on a definite
general plan, with driveways and walks, lined with growing trees,
hedges and bushes.
buildings.

Beautiful vines are climbing the walls of the

In the northwest comer of the grounds where

there

is a natural depression, the plans call for an 1 arbotheatre,1 with stage
and all

effeCts

complete.

In fact the work of shaping up the

slopes and filling in for the ftage has already been done and
hedges and trees profusely planted in outlining the 1arbotheater1 .

The

trees thus used for decoration and shade, form a portion of the arboritum
located in that part of the campus.
auditorium

The seating capacity of this outdoor

will be one thousand or more.

In the future an effort

will be made to maintain architectural unity in

the plans of new buildings to be erected, and the general style will be
that of the Pueblo Indian architecture.

The first building so erected

was the central heating plant, which is unique in confuuction and in
every way satisfactory.

It has two tubular boilers, giving steam heat and

all buildings on the campus will be heated from this plant.
The University archited has been instructed by the Regents to call
for bids for the construction of two dormitories on the general Pueblo
Indian plan.

Each of these buildinings will contain thirty-seven rooms,

arranged in suites of three, to accommodate two pupils.

Two students

together will have a study room in common, but each will have a
separate bed room (opening from the study) and a single bed.

Sep•

arate study tables and book shelves will be provided, with study and
rocking chairs.

One of these buildings will be for the young women

and one for young men.
heat, etc.

Both will be provided with electric light, steam

In these buildings consideration has been given to the best

possible sanitary conditions.
The present campus of twenty acres is entirely inadequate for the
growing needs of the University and the Regents are negotiating for
more land nearby.
The scientific equipment of the University has been largely increased
from year to year, especially in the chemical and physical laboratories,
and a manual training department was recently added with machine
shops for work in wood and iron.
The Library is at present housed in the Main Building.
of about seven thousand volumes.

It consists

A library building is one of the

urgent needs.
A goodly number of University publications have appeared, as
bulletins, on scientific subjeds.

These were first begun by Dr. Herrick

Along geological lines. Much has been done in climatological and
bacteriological research. The regular catalog of about one hundred
pages is issued annually. The students publish the 1 U. N. M. Weekly1
and the college annual, 'The Mirage1• An excellent coUege song book
of one hundred pages, called 1Songs of U. N. M.,• edited by President
Tiiht, was published last year by the press of Hinds and Noble of New
York City, under the patronage of the Leamard Music Store, Albuquerque.
We trust that there is much in store for the University in the
future, for the watchword of the president is "improvement".

-<
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®tlittrs:
President,
Vice-President,

Anna Allen
Belle Sweet
Beatrice Sleight
Walter Allen

Secretary,

Treasurer,

•uttn
'In Limine.•

<!IolDrs
Red and Blade.

JrlDmrr
Red Rose.

ltll
Rahl Rahl Rahl
Rahl Rahl Rahl
Rahl Rahl Rahl
Seniors Ill

CLASS OF 1906

<lllao &lL
Anna Allen, Sigma Sigma, Preparatory; Entered in Sophmore yeai
from Carson City High School; Oass President '06; junior Response
'05; Declamatory Contest '04; President of Estrella Literary Society
'05-'06; Estrella Play '06.
Walter Roland Allen, AAA., Senior Charge '06; Entered in Sophmore year from Carson City High School; Class Treaswer '06; Assistant
Business Manager of 'U.N. M. Weeky1 '05-'06; Business Manager
Annual 1Mirage1 '06; Declamatory Contest '06; Varsity Football,
Right Halfbaclt '05; 'Varsity Basket Ball '04-'05-'06; 'Varsity Baseball '04; Captain '05-'06; 'Varsity Trade Team '04.'05; Captain of
'Vanity Track Team '06; University Annual Play '06; Khiva Literary
Society.

Lillian Gertrude Huggett, Sigma Sigma. College; El Paso High
School '00; University Normal School '03; Assistant in Normal Depart.
ment '03-'04; Assistant in Latin '04-'06; Dr. }. A Henry Scholarship
Prize '02 and '04; Second Oratorical Prize '05; Class President '05;
President of Atheneum Literary Society '02-'03; President of Estrella
Literary Society '04-'05; President of Athletic Association '()<4.'05;
Assistant Editor of 1 Mirage1 '02; Editor of 1 U. N. M. Weekly'
'04.'05; Assistant Editor of Annual 1 Mirage1 '06; Class Oration '06.
Erna May Fergusson, Sigma Sigma. Normal; Preparatory '04;
Class Day Presentation Speech '04; Girls' Collegiate School, Los
Angeles '05.
Sarah M. Hall, Sigma Sigma, Normal; Marcellas, (Michigan),
High School '02; Estrella Literary Society.

Dorothy Lena Hoffman1 Normal; Entered in Senior year from the
University of Nebraslta.
Agnes delland McCallum, Normal; Entered in junior year from
Hamlin University, St. Paul; Oratorical Contest '05.
Blanche Irene Perkins, Sigma Sigma, Normal; Entered in Senior
year from Hill.dale CoDege, Hill.dale, Mich.; Estrella Literary Society.
Unore Pearce, Normal; Albuquerque High School '06.
Beatrice Aileen Sleight, Sigma Sigma, Normal; Preparatory '05.
Declamatory Contest '04-'06; Class Poem '06.
Mary Bene Sweet, Normal; Entered from Cenillos Public Schools;
Vice President of Class '04; Estrella Literary Society '06.

Flizabeth Telfer, Normal; Albuquerque High School '05.
Lisa Christine Di~ Preparatory; Entered in Senior year
from Albuquerque High School; Assistant on Artitt'a Staff of Annual
1Mirage1 '06.
EstreDa Play '06.

Laurence Adolph Ilfeld. Preparatory; Entered in Senior year from
Albuquerque High School; Inter-High School Oratorical Contest '05;
Khiva Literary Society; Khiva Quartet; Class Prophet '06; Assistant
on 1 Mirage1 Business Staff '06.
Margaret Louise Keleher, Preparatory; Attended Los Angeles
High School '03-'04; Entered Senior year from Albuquerque Hiih
School; Estrella Literary Society.

Joseph Olover Mayo, Preparatory; Attended Socorro School of
Mines '02-'03; Varsity Football Team '04-'05-'06; 'Vanity Baseball
T earn '04-'05-'06.
Robert Childs Price, Preparatory; Entered in Senior year from
Univenity School, Cleveland, Ohio.

®lfirtrs
Pretident,
Vice-Pretident,
Secretary and Treasurer,

Kenneth C. Heald
Isabel Niven

• aarence Worth

•c. u. E. s. s.•
(lhdura
Purple and Gold.

lftll
Riclc-a-Raclc I

Rid-a-Rack I

Naughty-Seven I

Riclc-a-Raclc-a-welll

Naughty-Seven I

Naughty-Seven Yell!
The only ones I The only ones I
The only ones a livin'l
The jolly

class I The bully class I

The Class of Naughty Seven I

..,....
_,

0

Kate Cunningham.-'Sincerity is stamped upon her eyes.•
Lucinda Ewers.-"Oh, I am sick of the men of the present day.1
Rose Hanch.-11 am the very slave of circumstance and impulse
-borne away with every breath.•
Isabel Niven. -1Much may be made of a Scotchwoman if she be
caught young.1
W. K. Preston.-1Delightful task! To rear the tender thought, to teach the young idea how to shoot 11
John Milne.-1Short is my date, but deathless my
renown.•
Kenneth Heald.-rrhere must he some good, hard
work in him,-for none has yet come out.1
Marian Franklin.-1Let these describe the indescribable.•

Elwood Albright.- r'Jbere is a deal of mischief
beneath this mild exterior!
Virginia Finch.- 1She needs no eulogy, she speaks for herself."
aarence Worth.- 1A man of true worth!

Bonnie Murphy.-'Life is a jest and all~ show it,
I thought it once, and now I know it.1

Lulu Palmer.- 1Pursuit of lmowledge under difficulties.•
Bess Brown.-1I chatter, chatterMen may come and men may go,
But I go on forever.•
May Owens.-11Her stature tall.-[ hate a dumpy woman.•
Herbert Howison.-•Lax in his gaiters, laxer in his gait."

Tilllie Allen.-1 Love seldom haunts the breast where learning lies,
And Venus sell 'ere Mercury can rise.1
Frank Alvord.-'He

bath an eye for she that's fair.•

Lolita Huning._.So we'll go no more a-roving,
So late into the night1
. May Brackett-1I'm but a stranger here.•

President, .
Vice-President,
Secretary and Treasurer,

Fleda Smith
J. Ralph T ascher
Margurite Schuster

iloUD
1

F ortiter, fideliter, feliciter.1

C6o1Drs
Pink and Green.

C!Uas.a JHuwrr
Pink Carnation.

lrll
Hullabaloo! Hullabaloo!
Two more years!
And then we're through!
First in war I
First in peace I
And first in the hearts of the Facuity I

C!Haas IWU
Lena Faber

Beatrice Murphy
1. Ralph T ascher
lmdda Espinosa
Ruth Goss

Allan Keller
Fleda Smith
Stella De Tullio
Belle Franldin
Viva Grisham

Laurence Selva

(!!)ffirrrs
Thomas Danahy
Michad Maguire

Pretident,
Secretary and Treasurer,

-

.fllattn
1

God Save lrdand.•

<!tolors
Orange and Green.

Qtlass Jrt.runu
Potato Blossom.

The Harp.

Qtlass &ong
"St. Patrick 1Wu a Gentleman."

ltll
There never was a minute
When the 'Freshies weren't in it!
Fine! Fine!
The Class of Naughty Nine!

(!Uass IUtll.
Kirk Bryan

Gillette Cornish

Albert Clancy

Eugene Emmons

Thomas Danahy

John Emmons

Clifford Hayden
Charles Horton

Gertrude Espinosa
Fred Forbes

Michael Maguire

Ida Hart

Edmund Ross
Lillian Spitz
Hugh Bryan

Theta Jones
Alma Letarte
Eileen McMillen
Carrie Neher
Elizabeth Sampson

Adde Goss
Janet Brison
Ethel Brainard
Helen Beanup

Mabel Stone
Hazd Zirhut

<@ffirrr.s
President,
Secretary and Treasurer, -

Thomas Danahy
Michad Maguire

flattn
1Cod

Save Ireland.1

Qlnlor.s
Orange and Green.

Potato Blossom.

<!!lass Jn.stnnnrnt
The Harp.

•St. Patrick 1W as a Gentleman.•

lrll
There never was a minute
When the 'Freshies weren't in itl
Fine! Fine!
The Class of Naughty Nine I

(!Hnss Jlull.
Kirk Bryan
Albert Clancy
Thomas Danahy
Clifford Hayden
Charles Horton
Michael Maguire
Edmund Ross
Lillian Spitz
Hugh Bryan
Adde Goss
Janet Brison
Ethel Brainard
Helen Bearrup

Gillette Cornish
Eugene Emmons
John Emmons
Gertrude Espinosa
Fred Forbes
Ida Hart
Theta Jones
Alma Letarte
Eileen McMillen
Carrie Neher
Elizabeth Sampson
Mabd Stone
Hazd Zirhut
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lll. N. tl. 1Urrkly.
£bttnr-in-<l:quf

Edmund Ross
1\s.attctau Ebttnrs

Charles M. Horton

Tillie C. Allen

At4Uttrs

] . Ralph T ascher

Rose Harsch

F1eda Smith

&48lt!J1'
Oarence E. Worth
Jlu.atnts.s Slanagtr

Frank Alvord
1\s.st.stant Slanagrr.s
Walter R. Allen

Errett Van Cleave

&tu1ltnt Jubltndiltn.a.
The earliest paper of any sort published by the student body of the
University of New Mexico, appeared in April, 1895, three years after
the opening of the school, when yet besides the normal course, the
institution offered no college work, whatsoever. A few numbers of the
~ttle paper, called "The Cactus,• having as editor, Floyd j. Gibbons, and

as business manager, Norman S. Terry, were issued during the remainder
of the school year, but so far as known, there was no attempt to renew
it in the following autumn.
Two years of rapid growth for the University succeeded. Then
as the students began to realize the importance of a college paper, both
as a means of communication with the outside world-especially with
regard to the relationship of the Alumni to the Alma Mater-and of
keeping ~ve and fostering among the members of the school a more
livdy interest in all coUege happenings, they took the matter into more
serious consideration. The 'Mirage,1 first published in December
1898, was the result. Since then to the present time- although in the
few ensuing years there was great irregularity in the appearance of the
1

Mirage1- the University has never been without its college publication.
The aim of the 1 Mirage1 definitely stated was:

First. to champ-

ion the cause of higher education in the West and especially New
Mexico; Second, to uphold the standards of the University; Third, to
promote literary excellence therein, and lastly, in combination with
these to produce a first-class college paper.

It is interesting to recall,

too, that at that time, eight years ago, the "Mirage" was one of three
publications of its class in the territory.

1The

Normal Qyarterly,n of the

11. N. ~. l!lttkly.
£bi:tnr-in-<C~itf

Edmund Ross
1\s.tUJtiatt Eli:tnrs

Charles M. Horton

Tillie C. Allen

.At4lrtics
] . Ralph T ascher

Rose Harsch

Fleda Smith

txrfJangl'

Clarence E. Worth
JJtuiinus Shmagtr

Frank Alvord
Assistant filanagers
Walter R. Allen

Errett Van Cleave

&tubrttt 1fuhlitatilltts.
The earliest paper of any sort published by the student body of the
University of New Mexico, appeared in April, 1895, three years after
the opening of the school, when yet besides the normal coune, the
institution offered no college work, whatsoever.

A few numbers of the

~ttle paper, called rrbe Cactus,• having as editor, Floyd J. Gibbons, and

as business manager, Norman

S. Terry, were issued during the remainder

of the school year, but so far as known, there was no attempt to renew
it in the following autumn.
Two years of rapid growth for the University succeeded.

Then

as the students began to realize the importance of a college paper, both
. as a means of communication with the outside world-especially with
regard to the relationship of the Alumni to the Alma Mater-and of
keeping ~ve and fostering among the members of the school a more
lively interest in all coUege happenings. they took the matter into more
serious consideration. The •Mirage,1 first published in December
1898, was the result. Since then to the present time- although in the
few ensuing years there was great irregularity in the appearance of the
1

Mirage1- the University has never been without its college pub~cation.

The aim of the 1Mirage1 definitely stated was: Firit, to champion the cause of higher education in the West and especially New
Mexico; Second, to uphold the standards of the University; Third, to
promote ~terary excellence therein, and lastly, in combination with
these to produce a first-class college paper.

It is interesting to recall,

, too, that at that time, eight years ago, the "Mirage" was one of three
publications of its class in the territory.

1The

Normal ~rterly, • of the

Silver City Normal, and 'lbe Southwest,1 edited by the New Mexico
Normal School, at Las V egu, were the other two.
Under the supervision of Douglas W. johnson, editor-in-chid, and
the business management of Hereford Fitch, assisted by a large staff of
Alumni, Athletic, Normal, Society, Local and Exchange reporters. the
Monthly 1 Mirage1 was published during the first year with complete
numbers.

Every student of the University was anxious for its continu-

ance, as was also the F acuity, of which various members had shown their
inter~t by contributing most generously to its columns, particularly
Prof~r Hodgin, whose poems and lengthy articles on psychological

subjects, filled many a page.

The "Mirage" had proved a success and

not an illusion, as its name indicated.
of that year any less successful.

Nor was the Annual "Mirage"

The next year, however, no issue of the 1Mirage1 carne to light
until November. The working plan of the paper wu nearly the same
as during the preceeding year. A prize was offered for the best literary
production from any of the students, and as a r~ult there was a greater
variety of reading matter. It was at this time, also, that the students
realized their ability to manage the college publication, with less assistance
than formerly from the instructors. Elizabeth Hugh~ was editor-inchid during this year and Edward Hart business manager.
Thus the 1 Mirage1 continued its publication as a monthly magazine
with little change in policy, for two years longer. In 190 I only three
issu~ were published under the associate editorship of Mata T way and
Raymond Nielson. The following volume of the paper, however, with
Miss T way acting as editor-in-chief, with Minnie Craig as her associate
and Frank Myers as business manager, complete in numbers and having
a special Commencement issue, was probably the most successful volume
of the Monthly "Mirage" ever published. This was no doubt accomplished by the untiring efforts of the staff, but most of all through the

hearty cooperation of the students in general, who to quote the exact
words of an editorial in the last number of that year, believed that 1just
ao far as each individual in the University feels that the paper is his
property and that he has a particular duty towards it, just that far will it
be successful.1
Changing the 11Mirage11 from a monthly magazine into aweeldy,
at the beginning of the next year, in the hopes of making it brighter,
fresher, more interesting, and more newsy-in fact more truly a college
paper-was largely due to the persuasion of President Tight. For this
change there were many good reasons.

While the 11 Mirage11 in its old

form had been a source of enjoyment and amusement to the University
students and had been most staunchly supported by them, still there was
need of a publication in which the events of daily, rather than of lasting
interest might be recorded and commented upon without delay; a paper
in which announcements for coming events might be made. The change
was also thought necessary in order that the advertisers of the city, through
whom the paper is able to exist, might see better results.
From this time the paper has grown with the school and has shown
in its columns the various changes which have gradually taken place in
the University.
The departments of the Weekly "Mirage," were practically the
same as those of the monthly. For the first year its editor was J. Ralph
T ascher and its business manager Kirk Bryan, under whose management
the paper prospered. Whatever doubts existed as to the ability of the
students to publish a weekly paper, vanished. It happened, however,
that in the following half year of its publication, the 11 Mirage11 was not as
successful as heretofore.

By the end of the fall semester, besides having

fallen heavily into debt, due to poor business superintendence, the paper
had deteriorated in so many ways that for a time there was a thought
of discontinuing it. Fortunately this did not come to pass, but having

changed both in policy and management as well as in name, the college
paper has appeared regularly ever since.
The name 'Mirage• was changed to 1 U. N. M. Weekly,• since
the former had little of attraction beyond oddity and contained no hint
as to the character of the paper or the location of the school hom which
it issued.

It was agreed, however, that the 1Mirage1 should be the

name of all University year boob published thereafter.
Lillian Huggett took the position of chief editor at this critical time
and Clarence Heald began its managemement with such success that he
not only made it possible to continue the publication of the paper, but
also lightened the debt considerably.
Miss Huggett continued as editor during the year 1904-'05, but
Professor Asplund with Frank Alvord had control of the business
interests of the paper.
From the proceeds of •The Rivals,1 the old debt was paid, toward
the end of the year, and another successful year was finished by the
N. M. Weekly.•

•u.

Thus has the history of the college paper been traced to the
beginning of the present year. Beyond this, little need be .aid, save
that it has a firmer financial basis, a larger circulation, and is of greater
influence among the students of the University, than ever before.
Following is the sta1f for the present year: Editor-in-Chief,
Edmund Ross; Associate Editors, Charles Horton, Tillie C. Allen;
Athletic Department, J. Ralph Tascher; Exchange Department,
Clarence Worth; Locals, Fleda Smith, Rose Harsch; Businesa Manager,
Frank Alvord; Assistant Business Manager, Walter Allen.

t9tutr nf tqr ..illltirugr" fnr 19U6.
Ebilitr-m-cnquf
j. Ralph Tascher.

Lillian G. Huggett

Charles M. Horton

~ll.SlstantJJ

Edmund Ross
Allan F. Keller
lsobel Niven
Tillie C. Allen
Elwood Albright

.1\rt £bitor
Ethel A. Hickey
.1\.s.si.atant.s
Elwood M. Albright
Charles M. Horton
M. T. Maguire
Lisa Dieckmann
Eileen McMillen
Fred Forbes
Isobel Niven
Adde Goss
Margurite Schuster
RuthGoss
Laurence Selva
~u.stnt.s.s

Slanagrr

Walter R. Allen
.1\s.ststaut 11auagrr.s
Hugh Bryan

Lawrence Ilfeld

®rgautgatinun

President,

Lillian G. Huggett

Secretary and Treasurer,

. Tillie Allen

The Estrella Literary Society is one of the oldest organizations in
the University, as it was organized in February, eighteen hundred and
ninety-eight.
Very shortly after its organization the Ben Hur Society came into
being and for some months there was great rivalry between these two
societies. The following year however, the Ben
failed to materialize and for a time it seemed that
have a dear field. Finally, however, the Pierian
formed and if ever the Estrellas were called upon

Hur Literary Society
the Estrellas were to
Literary Society was
to fight for their very

existence, it was at this time.
This Pierian Society was of the sort that moves, and that quicldy,
so the Estrellas were compelled to awake from their slumbers
and Wdo things.w The result was that the literary endeavor of that year
surpassed that of any year before or since.

Plays were given, interesting

programs arranaed and, most exciting of aU, inter-society debates were
tried with great success.

This rivalry continued for a number of years

and then the Pierian Literary Society was no more. Estrella was again
left mistress of the field. Not, however, for a great length of time, for

some students organized the Atheneum Literary Society and it was a
formidable rival of the •Star Society' for a year or two.

Now, the

Atheneum had ceased to exist and for the years nineteen hundred and
three and four, Estrella was without a rival and consequently, especially

in the latter year, losing the use of its fighting qualities.
infirm.

It was becoming

At this critical period Professor John Weinz.irl, who has since its
organization ever been a sort of patron saint of the society, came to the
rescue and the day was saved.

A reorganization was effected and the

year was finished with 8ying colors.
All seemed well for the Estrellas when the first semester opened
last fall; indeed, its present members declare that, when the young men
withdrew from its ranks at the beginning of the year, the last obstacle to
its triumphal progress had been removed.
By this secession and a subsequent vote of the remaining members,
the membership of the Estrella Literary Society was restricted hereafter
and forever to young ladies.
During this year the

Estrellas have given a number of excellent

programs, but on the whole the society has not been as active as in its
palmiest days.

Although it has not been a 1 red letter• year the society

has passed one more milestone with credit to itself and now it stands on
the threshold of another year, prepared for a record-breaking performance.

Founded 1905.

Jllotht
1
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Turquoise Blue

a ..mbrrs
Hugh Bryan
Trimble Wells
Kirk Bryan
J. Ralph T ascher
Fred Forbes
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Clarence E. Worth
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Edmund Ross
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~bmbrrs

Thomas M. Danahy

Kirk Bryan
Walter R. AU en
Charles M. Horton

J. Ralph T ascher
Frank Alvord

JJrratrr in larbr
John A. Cannon

3Jfratrrs rx ltrhr
Bernard Crawford

William Luse

Clarence E. Heald

Paul Decker

Uoyd Irwin
Wilbert Sebben
Thomas S. Bell

William H. Halloran
Walter R. Atkeson
Wales Smith

lfonorary tRrmbrrs
R. F. Asplund

W. C. Tight

<no!Drs
Black and Red

UT4r J\lp4a J\lp4a J\lp4a 1Jfratrrnity.
The person who attempts to write for the public perusal, a history
of any fraternity, is soon brought face to face with the fact that he has
abandoned most of

his hope for an interesting artide with the phrase,

1

for public perusal.• The really interesting facts about every fraternity
are, in the very nature of the case, decidedly not for the pubGc. So while

some of the facts cited below about the T~Alpha Fraternity, may be
of some litttle interest to the general reader, let him understand that he
has

by no means gotten to the heart of things.
Wherever young men come together in their quest for an

education, there has always been a tendency for congenial feUows to
unite themselves into societies, of one sort or another, thus to strengthen
their endeavor along particular lines and to give vent to their social
inatincts. The results are literary, debating, athletic, dramatic, reading,
musical and many other societies.
The fraternity is an important result of this trend, and it may have
as its objects any or all of those for which other societies are formed; but
there is a vital distinction between the ordinary society and the fraternity.
In the former the great qualification is a common purpose; congeniality
enters but slightly into the matter. In the latter, however, while a common purpose or purposes are necessary, congeniality and friendship are
absolute requisites. H ence the name fraternity.
All things must have a beginning and although exceptional in many
respects, the T ri-Aipha F ratemity is no exception in this case.
The Y um Y um Society of the University was the forerunner of the
l'ri-Aipha Fraternity.
The exact purpose of the Yum Yums has never been known with
any certainity outside the ranks of the society itself, but the general

,

impression is, that its principal object was the regulation and instigation

of ac.ientific 1 rough-house1• U this is an injustice, we beg pardon for
entertaining the opinion for a moment.
The Y urn Y urn Society led rather an exciting, intermittent, and
precarious elcistence for a number of years, and then in the year nineteen
hundred and three, there sprang into being the Alpha Alpha Alpha
Fraternity, its direct lineal descendant.
Immediately a change was noticeable.

No more 1 rough-house1 and

a well marked trend towards dignity and results.
The charter members of the fraternity were:
j. R alph Tascher
Clarence E. Heald
Walter R. Atkeson

Kirk Bryan

Bernard C rawford

William H. H alloran

John A. Cannon

Wilbert Sebben
Uoyd Irwin

Since its organization the Fraternity has been very successful and
although its objects are unknown, the members assure us that they are
never forgotten and seldom unattained.
The members who have been received into the fraternity since its
organization, with the year of their admittance, are given below.
Walter R. Allen '04
Paul Decker '03
William Luse '04
Thomas M. Danahy '05
Frank Alvord '04
Wales Smith '05
Thomas S. Bell '04
Charles M. Horton '05

It can be seen that this is a very representative list of men and the
Fraternity views with pride their record during their University residence.
A cut of the active members for this year is given on another page.
In this the pictures of Bernard Crawford and Wales Smith are missing,

owing to the fact that it was impossible to obtain pictures of them in
time for publication.

From present indications, the Alpha Alpha Alpha

Fraternity is entering upon an era in its history which wiD be marked
by a greater prosperity and higher achievement.

SIG
1\rtiut iltmbrrs
Lillian Huggett
Kate Cunningham
Fleda Smith
Anna Allen

Erna Fergusson
Isobd Niven
Beatrice Sleight
Blanch Perkins
Sarah Hall

&ororts itt llrbt
Mra. Floyd Moore, nee Hayden Miss Fem Ridley
Miss May Hazddine
Miss Elizabeth Heald

&ororrs rx ltrbt
Miss Grace Mordy
Miss josephine Mordy
Miss Maud Graves

ifonnrary tltmbtr
Miss Ethel Hickey

<nolora
Green and White

t;igma l'igma ~nrnrity.
Once upon a time there lived an Indian maiden named Minnehaha
- at least so they say. Well, no doubt that Indian's aame would never
have reached posterity had not long, long ago a society been formed in
the University which adopted her name. The name Minnehaha will live.
One of the members of the Minnehahas has said that it was an
organization 1merely for fun1 • And so it was. Many were the good
times the girls had together in the wigwam of their dark-slcinned sister.
And once- hush 1- an inquisitive boy grown bold, penetrated into the
sacred precincts of the deer-slcin shelter.

What happened to him~

No

one knows or ever will, except those devotees of Minnehaha-and the
boy. He never will forget, for rumor has it that he was initiated. In
fact that rash youth is brother to the Minnehahas. Well, time went on
and as is the case in every organization of this lUnd- vide A. A. A - a
more serious object and procedwe was thought necessary.
So in the fall of nineteen hundred and three the Minnehaha. were
no more and in their stead there stood the Sigma Sigma Sorority.
Sororities play important parts in the social life of every school with
which they are connected. The Sigma Sigma is a noted example of
this. Each year since its organization the Sorority has given a reception
to all the students and faculty of the University. The affairs have
always been brilliantly successlul. Especially was this true of the receptioo tendered the teams entered in the track meet last year. This event
wu one that will be long remembered in the social annals of the school
and has set an example for all similar attempts.
The Sigma Sigmas have occasionally had some very exciting times
at their initiations, in the way of interruptions from the outside world and
the frequent kidnaping of the expectant candidate.

Lately this interfer-

eoce has been so pronounced that the night of initiation is ltept a closely
guarded secret and the result is that no trouble lw been experienced at
the last two initiations.
The Sigma Sigma Sorority is the first to malte its appearance in the
University, and its auccess lw been pronounced. The Sorority room
which is in the Main building, has been newly furnished and repapered
this year in the Sorority colon-green and white. The members loolt
forward to very aucceasful year.

HE University social year began with a rousing
1

Sing1 on the Campus. It was Friday evening
and just after everything had been set in motion
for a splendid school year. Informal invitations
were spread wide, so that not only the students
had the good fortune to be participants in the first rally of this kind,
but everyone in the city was asked to come and enjoy the fun and
enthusiasm.
~

the first shades of evening were falling, happy, laughing groups

began to throng up the hills in the direction of the dear old U.N. M.
1

Goin' to the 1sing1 tonight?' would ring out from one person to another.
'Yes; are you?1 bade would come the answer. 1 Bet you; I wouldn't

miss it for anything.1 Then the crowds of boys would break out lustily
with:
1 U.

N. M. Rah! Rah!
U. N. M. Rah! Rah!
Hoo-rah I Hoo-rah I
U. N. M. Rahl Rahl 1

Soon all had reached the campus. The older people filled anew
with youth as they listened to the jests and yells of the ~ght-hearted
students.
The campus was a charming sight to behold, for the shady University
grove was made even more beautiful in the evening light by globe after
globe of incandescent electric lights.

The piano was placed in the dear-

ing and chairs were arranged around for those who felt that they would
rather enter into the spirit of the evening, sitting. All crowded eagerly

around, awaiting the commencement of the 1Sing1 • Then the excitement
waxed high when the new song boob, 1Songs of the U.N. M.' compiled
by President Tight, were handed round; and on Prexie's appearance
Kirk yelled out:
'What's the matter with Tigh01
'He's all right!'
'Who's right~•
'Tight!'

'Say I'
'What~•

"That's what1 1
'What's wha01
'That's what they all sayl 1
'What do they all say~'
'U.N. M. Rahl Rahl
U.N. M . Rahl Rahl
Hoo-rah I

Hoo-rah I

U. N. M .

Rahl

1

Rahfl'

11

W ell I dedare I a prim lady from the

East exclaimed as the yell

ceased, 111 didn't suppose there was anything of the sort here in New
Me.-<ico. Why, I don't see any Indians at alL"
She heard a titter and a giggle behind her, and turned to stare at
a couple of smiling girls making heroic efforts to suppress their laughter,
then turned again to her companion, her chin a little elevated.
11 I fail to see the point."
11

0, it is nothing, nothing," the Western lady replied.

11The

girls

are just over-happy tonight."
At this point Professor Tight announced the first song, 11A Toast
to U. N. M .,11 and with Miss Huggett at the piano, playing the opening

notes of the song, spontaneously and with vim and vtgor, Professor
Hodgin leading, all joined in a toast to our beloved institution. The
pretty air filled the grove with music. It spread into the shadows beyond,
even penetrating to the roadway, where the pedestrians, hearing the
sweet strains could not resist the temptation of drawing closer to the halo
of light.
Next •Alma Mater• was announced, and the throng more enthusiastic, and getting the "hang• of this, the song that will never grow old
to the students, sang louder and more clearly than at first.
Then the boys organized themselves into a •rooters• dub and
between the songs that followed, they yelled for everything and anything,
making the affair exceedingly lively and removing the last traces of forma~ty, by impromptu songs and yells for those they recognized among
the crowd.
Dr. Ervin, accompanied by Mrs. E. L. Washburn, rendered a
comet solo, which was especially pleasing. Miss Lulu Palmer, also,
favored us with a vocal solo.
Even the toddlers took such an interest in the proceedings that one
~ttle midget slyly escaped and before being discovered had crawled to
the center and under the piano, and was making a thorough investigation of the moving pedals, much to the amusement of everyone, before
he was discovered and borne back resistingly to the parent's arms. Of
course the boys set up a howl in sympathy for the courageous
youngster.
Many of the old college songs were sung, and a few of N. M. U's.
own were tried.

The boys continued to yell whenever the singers gave

them a chance, and thus the music and a good, social time lasted for three
hours.

No one grew weary and everyone turned from the ~ghted grove

and the body of spirited students, and went lightly down the hill feeling

that 'life was real and life was earnest,1 and knowing that his own heart
would re8e<:t the University 11Sing11 for some time to come.
The 11Sing11 was a grand success! It started both the college and

social year the right way. The students were enthused with a desire to
make the whole year one such grand success, and the people from the
city are convinced that the U. N. M. has some 11go 11 and can 11do 11
something if she wants to. We hope that each succeeding year will
open as happily, and our Alma Mater will ever find her students as
faithful and loyal as now. Let us hold the memory of this night dear.
The boys are still singing as we go down the hill toward home.
These words are wafted in the breeze:
"We'll cheer for for the 'Varsity,
The Silver and the Red,
We'll cheer for the 'Varsity
In our graves when we are dead;
1An(when

we are up in Heaven
We'll give the 'Varsity yell;
And if we're not so fortunate
We'll give it down i n - 'Chica-kerunk-kerunk-keroo!
'Varsity, 'Varsity, ~· M. U.
Razzle, Dazzle, Sis! Booml Bah!
'Varsity, 'Varsity, Rahl Rahl Rahl1

Six o'clock on a fine September morning, and old "Jumbo," his
capacious seats well filled with jolly college students, pulled away from
University Hat and across the mesa. "Jumbo," our faithful old picnic
wagon, has hauled many a crowd over the same road toward the sylvan
delights of Bear Canyon, but never a merrier one than composed his
passengers on that Saturday morning. The day was a perfect one, the

air on the mesa was exhilerating, the dim blue of the Sandias rose in the
distance. with a quiet promise of the pleasures to be explored within their
depths.
The crowd on the wagon was anything but quiet.

Laughter,

5intPng, and jokes. good, bad or indifferent, disturbed the serenity of the
mesa. Anything goes on a picnic, and aerves to make fun. All sounds,
however, are finally merged into a discordant refrain, led by an Irrepressible in the end of the wagon:
Did you ever hear a steam-pump, pump,
Steam-pump, pump.

Steam-pump, pump?

The mountains are a long way off; the mesa is unchanging, and
for some time we travel on without making any perceptible advance
upon our destination.

However we refresh ourselves with fruit and

fudge, and with unwearied variations performed by the steam pump.
By-and-by the cliffs of the Sandias begin to stand out in bold relief, the

wrinldes on the mountains' broad sides deepen into gorges, the peab
appear to take different positions. The road grows steeper, the hones
puff and heave, the boys jump out to lighten the wagon.

Cherub wakes

up from his nap, and the Irrepressible grows more hilarious with repeti·
tions of "Did you ever see a steam-pump, pump? 11

Finally, the silent

driver pulls up his hones and announces that he can take the wagon no
further.

Then there is a wild scramble for lunches, and the tramp up

the canyon is begun.

Up hill and down again, scrambling over rocks,

crossing and recrossing the little stream that flows down from the hills,
the road winds deeper into the mountains. At &rst there are expressions of admiration at the big boulders on either side of the way, the wild
flowers that grow on the canyon bed, the pine trees that begin to
appear.
But the road up
grows scarce.

Bear Canyon is lona and hot, and soon conversation

Even the 1 New York reporter• stops telling about the

last time he went to Coney Island, and puffs silendy along with a basket

of lunch. The party have quicldy separated and straggle along now in
twos and threes.

Far in the distance a faint refrain of 1steam-pump,

1

pump, shows that Irrepressible is still in the lead.

The timber grows

more abundant Big pine and spruce trees mingle with the lighter green
of the scrub oak, and beneath their shade some of the picnicers setde
themselves for a rest. One undaunted party pressing on the full three
miles to the end of the road, advances around a bend in sight of the
Second Fails. Above, comfortably ensconced on the big rocks, are a
half-dozen familiar figures, who greet the newcomers with a czy of:
Did you ever hear a steam-pump, pump,
Steam-pump, pump.

Steam-pump, pump?

There is never any water so clear, so cold, so delicious, as that
which pours over the falls of Bear Ganyon.

It is worth going all the

way to the mountains for one swallow from that stream. Neither is there
any food more appe.tizing than a picnic lunch in the mountains, nor any
crowd more fitted to enjoy it than a party of amateur mountaineers.
The ample supply of provisions rapidly disappears beneath the vigorous
onslaughts made upon it. After dinner everyone is ready for the day's
pleasures. Some indomitable spirits start out for the top of the ridge.
This is a weary, thirsty way to climb, but the increasing grandeur of the
scenery, as each higher peak is ascended, compensates one for his labor.
Then when the top is finally reached, no description can do justice to the
view that spreads out for miles on every side. There is always a feeling
of exultation that overwhelms one on reaching the top of a mountain. It is
a sensation that cannot be well expressed, but on this occasion the victors

endeavored to give vent to their feelings by means of the University yell,
and by harmonious inquiries of the surrounding peaks, as to whether they
had
1 £-e-e-ver

heard a steam-pump, pump?n

Those who are not equal to such a strenuous pleasure as climbing
to the top, seek out various shady nooks and spend a quiet afternoon.
When the shadows of evening begin to lengthen, everyone starts on the
return journey down the canyon, but it is quite dark before all the
wanderers are safely packed in the wagon again, and by the time the
party has traveled a few miles, the moon rises over the mountains.
If the crowd was merry in the morning, it is positively hilarious at
night. All kinds of songs, shouted in unision, make a discordant medley
that can be heard for miles.

But amid the pathetic strains of nMy Old

Kentucky Home," 11n the Shade of the Old Apple Tree,n and mournful
farewells to 1BluebeU,1 rise monotonus demands of "Did you e-e-ver
have a steam-pump, pump?n
are hoarse but unwearied. ·

The Irrepressible and his faithful allies

The lights of town grow nearer, the University buildings appear,
and amidst a volley of college yells, Jumbo begins to discharge his load.
In the noise, the confusion, the merry farwells, comes the familiar

strain:
Did you ~e-ver see a steam-pump, pump,
Steam-pump, pump. Steam-pump, pump?
No I never saw a steam-pump, pump,
Steam-pump, pump-

1JTnnthall

1Satu1urt.

EMEMBER the twelfth of last December?

No?

Then

you were not on the football team else you would
recollect that on that evening the men who had fought
New Mexico's battles on the gridiron for the season of'05,
assembled round the groaning festive board as the guests
of President Tight.

The season was dosed and training having with-

drawn its ban from all good things to eat, the President took occasion to
show his interest in the team and appreciation of its work, by feasting
them in the royal way he has feasted other 'Varsity teams before, after
a season of g90d work.
At six o'clock, the first of the evening's circle began to arrive at

Casa del Mesa and soon the party was ushered into the dining room,
where they behdd a long well-laden table, with an inflated football
suspended above and place-cards in the form of a football, indicating
the place of each guest by his position on the team. As soon as all
were arranged accordingly, they sat down to the lint dainty course of
the banquet. Then came the turkey, or rather the turkeys, with their

full retinue of accompaniments.
Aher an hour well occupied in dispensing good things galore, with
memory refreshed by words of manager and coach, they played again
the games of the season past, winning the victories over again and healing
the stings of defeat which should never occur again.
Retiring to the parlors, everybody gave themselves over to friendly
chat.

Anecdotes and reminiscences, by the professors present, and

discussion of the University, past, present and to come, the changes and
improvements that had come to pass and those that were still in store,
<>ecupied the rest of the evening. The president told of his college days

in Ohio and the coach of his in Wisconsin and from one thing to another
conversation whiled the swiftly passing time away. Great plans were
consummated for the rest of the year and many resolutions formed con·
ceming the coming seasons in study and athletics. The Cecilian added
its share to the entertainment, and rapidly the hour approached when
the circle must break up, for it was Tuesday night and on the morrow
classes must assemble just the same.
Each one purposed in

his heart that next year's team should see

him back again, and when the night was near its end, they took their
homeward paths with three cheers for the '05 football team, three more
and a "tiger," for our President and the team of 1906.

Wqt ;Juniur Jarty.

T

HE Juniors did it all! As a consequence not a Senior
was invited to the happy little party that was given one
lovely evening at the home of Kenneth Heald.

The

Juniors daim that they have a class organization. In
order to make good their daim, they surprised themselves
and shocked us by holding a business meeting before going on with the

fun. T he president gave an eloquent speech on the manner in which the
Seniors had been worsted. Amidst a burst of enthusiastic applause he
sat down-most unexpectedly- on the floor. The grave decorum of
the meeting was spoiled, so, in the usual Junior way, they abandoned
further business without even the thought of a motion for adjournment,
and turned themselves loose for a general good time. F rom here on,
neither the household nor the neighbors had any peace.

On thing, however, marred the pleasure of the evening. Frank
moped in a comer by himself.
'Why so sad this evening?' Herbert Howison asked him.
1 Bec.ause she is not here,• came the mournful reply.
H erbert wiped his glasses, wrinkled his forehead, scratched his head,
then an expression of enlightenment (?) overspread his face.
1Ah, 'Spanish,' I see. trying to praCtice sorrow where there is no
sorrow.•
M usic was indulged in, in the early part of the evening.

Selections

on the piano, vocal solos by two of the girls and two splendid cornet
aolos by F rank Alvord, gave a gre.at deal of pleasure. Then, all
joining together, they sang every University song they could think of from
"a" to "z" and yelled every yell the 'Varsity had ever invented.
"By the way," Kenneth proposed, after they had sung a rousing song,

'Let's give our worthy Professor, who ~ves nearby, a serenade. What
do you say~ 1
Evezyone consented joyfully.
with his comet, led the way.

Kenneth with his banjo and Frank.

It is b~eved that the honored professor will never forget that evening when 1)uanita,1 1Last Night.1 and •Stars of the Summer Night,•
penetrated his peaceful slumbers.

The signal was given for the final

1

'Good Night, when Kenneth, with a whoop, waved his banjo in the

air.
1

Moon and stan 11 he cried, and to the utter astonishment of the
rest. he dashed for home.
For a moment they stood spellbound.
creaked.

A window being raised,

Bernard grasped the situation and one of the girls at once.

'The boot-iack.l1 he cried, 1Run for your ~esl 1
They all tore pell-mell, after Kenneth, and traced him to a side
window of his home, where they learned the cause of his sudden
departure.

An unludcy Senior had made a raid on the ice cream and cake;
but Kenneth had scented him in time to dose window as the scoundrel
was in the act of entering the room. There he was, desperately kicking
while Kenneth held his feet and nearly toppled over into convulsions.
The boys extracted the Senior from his uncomfortable position, gave him
a stick of candy and told him to hie himself away to his warm, litde bed
or it would never see him again.
On their part, the junion entered the house and proceeded to
enjoy the ice cream and cake and juicy watermelons, without their obtrusive Senior guest.
After refreshments they gathered in a circle and related ghost
stories and thrilling experiences until a late hour.

'The President again referred to the Senior problem, and suggested
that it would be best to accept the invitation to their party the following
tvening. He urged everyone to be there, and laid special emphasis on
the fact that they should not be shy when it came to the question of
refreshments.
The evening had been a joyful one. The juniors promised them~ves a few more like it. With thanks to their host they departed,
already planning some mischief for the Senior party the next evening.

~~9;ii[liVI'ir.." N Wednesday evening, the eighteenth of October,

A D. 1905, from the windows of Tri-Aipha hall
the radiance of many dectric lights stream forth
through the drapery curtains of red and black.
Anon a buggy drives up and halts and a youth
runs nimbly up the steps to unlock the door.

Soon along the street

come others, solitary pedestrians, who hurry up the walk and, turning,
enter the hall.
wake.

Couples and trios who stroll, move leisurely in their

A youth walks in well-feigned haste, yet lingeringly, by his fair
And after these yet more, all travelling to that same inviting

one's side.
goal.

The famous Seniors were assembling, to do the first of the season·•
courtesy by their favored friends, the juniors, the F acuity, and T riAlphas.

Still hurrying stragglers come, and soon within the gaily lighted

and beribboned hall, are gathered all the merry crowd, with

1

Profs1

galore to keep the watchful eye on mischievous individuals of the
younger folk.

The music starts and with its rythm start the couples who

would while away the fleeting time upon the light fantastic.

In cozy

comers rest the ones more leisurdy inclined, where games and gossip
hold full sway.

The fortune teller over there is showing up the future

to his hearers.

Ooser by a group is held in thrall by 1pit,1 during the

musician's intermission, and over by the table, gallant hands are filling
glasses till they match the bright eyes looking on.
Outside. the mellow darkness of a moonless autumn night.
Shadows Ait around the comers.

Furtively they steal about the win•

dows and gaze enraptured on the sight within.

The foolish Freshmen

who are coming with their friends to further the courtesies of the season

which may be edible.
point of vantage.

Noiselessly they eye the stronghold from every

At the rear they reconnoiter, only to discover that a

watchful sentry guards the entrance. They boldly investigate the access
from in front, to find it unavailable. And all the while the festive sounds
within increase and strike despairing madness to the hearts of those who
wait without.
Inside, the games progress; the laughter rises higher, the merriment
goes on in sparkling currents of good will; when- swish I A garden
hose, hissing as if in disapproval of the gay proceeding, showers its
chilling message upon the party, through the loop-hole of a quickly
opened window.

The ladies shriek and wildly scramble to aeek a

place of drier climate.

The ardent youths spring bravely through the

drenching spray to dose the window, and the smoothly running thread
of entertainment goes on from where it was so nearly ruddy severed.
And now a rumor begins to vibrate in the air.

Small and faint at

first, it steadily waxes stronger till every mind has grasped its awful
meaning. The spoons I In company with the platea, they had suddenly
and en masse absconded. It had been done while the deluge at the
window held everyone's attention, for had not a gallant Senior watched
them all evening'? Surely, this is the work of some well organized
cabal, some band of de~perate thufs, "ho!e deeds show calm forethought and well concerted action. The heroes rise with one accord
and straightway brave the perils of night to carry justice to the workers
of such crime.
They sally forth, Tri-Alphas, Juniors, Seniors - all under one
daring leader, and as they reach the door, the shadows seem to break
away, as if the valor of the heroes would scatter the darkness of night
before them.

Yes, the shades even scatter themselves to the four winds,

and flee swiftly down side street and alley.

They quickly hide but are

soon entrapped.

There is one tall fellow of prodigious height, so great

that the irrigating ditch cannot conceal him all.

Suddenly from out the

darlmess, a husky junior falls upon him and his hopes are gone.
1

Another

1

Fresh, a light and slci.nny fellow, runs a mighty race but only to suc-

cumb at last to the unpitying hand of fate, in T ri-Aipha form.
another captive.
some idea.
the spoons.•

1Six

And yet

A bad and fearless lad who seems distraught with
dishes of ice cream,• he mutters, 1and you shall have

H e dares to show himself right recldessly before them, to

better make his terms. But sad, they are a cruel lo~t and set upon him
as their prisoner.
Again the music sounds. This time to start the real enjoyment of
the evening- before it was but some voluntary prelude for those of
restless disposition.

The tall youth and the mighty runner lead the

opening march, while in a comer in sullen, scheming silence, lies he who
would have arbitrated, oppressed by many a heavy bond. The captors
grin in self-applauding triumph, the fair ones pity, while the prisoner,
activ~brained but yet with feigned indifference, takes invoice of his
chances to escape. He worb with care, and apparently is motionless

as stone, when- presto I

A strand of his retaing coils falls loote, and

in the twinlding of an eye he seems within reach of freedom.
cannot be. They are upon him.

Yet it

But this is only an incident of the merry evening. The dancing
full swing, the all pervading light and happy vein of good will,

goes on,

good humor, and good things for refreshment hurries the program swiftly
on. All too soon the midnight hour approaches, and in the unfolding
dark the hall stands still and empty. T he punch is gone, ice cream and
revelers too; even the erstwhile prisoners have taken their homeward
way, and as the wakeful rooster crows the coming dawn, he is answered
by the laughing shouts of tired but happy Seniors and their guests.

That season of the year was again
approaching, when the whole world is shrouded
in mystery, when the very atmosphere about us
is penetrated with wierd witchery, prophetic
utterances and various other utterances of the
supernatural, and when the unwary one is apt
to be caught by the gob~ns if he doesn't watch
out. It is at this time also that the heroes of
Fonner times return to the scenes of their earthly
pilgrimages, and stalk about at will.

For some time past there had been

an unusual dement of restlessness and expectancy among the student
body.

The college students especially were noticed hurrying about

through the halls and passageways, holding frequent and hurried conferences in the most concealed corners, and sending whispered messages
over the telephones.

In fact, the intuition of all, together with these

outward manifestations, combined as unmistakable evidences of something
about to happen; as the saying goes-we ft(elt it in our bones."
We were therefore not particularly surprised to find the following,
written upon the bulletin board as we arrived one morning a short time
before the above mentioned evening:

"The Students and F acuity of

the University are urged to be present at a Hallowe'en Party to be
given by the College Department, on the evening of November 30th.

in the Assembly Hall A good time is promised.1
And a good time it was.

The night was a perfect one for the

occasion, exceedingly dark and rather chilly. The first conveyance
reached the campus at 7:30 o'clock, but where were our hosts} No
one seemed to put in an appearance, nor was there a ~ght to be seen
in any direction. The Administration building loomed up before us as
some great and terrible monster in the blackness.

However, we entered

the building and began the aacent to the Assembly Hall on the top
Aoor.

We had not proceeded far, however, when suddenly there burst

upon us a aeries of the most terrible groanw and unearthly shrieks that
the human mind could conceive. Imagine our feelings if you can, as we
stood there in the darkness, almost afraid to move, with those bloodcurdling sounds echoing through the empty hallways.

At last u the

sounds began to die out, some of the more courageous ones proceeded
u far as the second Aoor, and actually confronted the white robed

beings

whom they found there. Their courage soon extended to the remaining
members of the party, inam~ucb as they all with one accord came
stealing up. By this time the second load of students had arrived, which
fact greatly excited the mysterious beings, causing another outburst of
heart-rending shrieks, whereupon they all huddled together at the foot

of the Assembly Hall stairs. Repeated efforts to drive them away were
unsuccessful except insofar as they drew forth fresh outbursts of shrieks,
long-drawn-out groans and deep sighings.
At last it was found that the only possible means of reaching the
Aoor above was to force our way through their very midst. Thus after
much hesitation the scheme was attempted, and proved successful only
after we had consented to clasp the cold, clammy hand of each spirit by

way of truce.

Having thus reaChed the scene of the evening's celebra·

tioo, and the lights having been turned on, all thought of the beings
below, soon gave way to amusements of a more appreciable character.
A short time was spent in the usual preliminary of chatting and good
natured fun. A sort of warming up process, so to spealt, for that which
was to follow.
The room was decorated with Indian rugs, and curtains, and was
ao changed from its every day appearance that not even a thought of
some dread oration to be given there in the near future, entered the
mind of a single person and everybody entered wholly into the spirit of
the evenin1.

As was said before, it was the season of witchery and supernatural
happenings, nor were these elements of Hallowe'en lacking upon this
particular occasion.

The grand march, led by those mysterious beings

of our former acquaintance, was the first feature of the evening's entertainment. Then, imagine our surprise, when all at once we became
aware of the presence among us of old Hecate herself. She came from
nobody mew where and disappeared in the same manner; not however
until she had revealed to each and everyone, by means of her charmed
branch, the name of his or her beloved. Later, the time of the allimportant event was revealed by means of Boating messages, straight,
no doubt from the other world. The years of patient waiting were
decided by blowing at the candles, while last but not least, in fact the
most thrilling of all, were the fleeting glimpses of the loved ones within
the •chamber of mysteries.1
Behind the scenes, in one comer, apart from the noise and general
commotion, sat the mysterious one, endowed with the knowledge of
future happenings.

All those who availed themselves of this opportu-

nity of learning what the future held in store for them, had revealed

of vast importance. Nor must the minor featutes of tht
entertainment be left out. especially the Indian dance led by our Presimany secrets

dent and the Tom-Tom.
At about I 0:30 o'docl pop-corn, doughnuts and apples made
their appearance, and while sitting about in grouP', with a large fire
placed in the center

of the room, we listened to

most gruesome tales.

Thua ended one of the most enjoyable Varsity gatherings of the school
year, and after singing a few songs from our new song book and thank•
ing the college students for the pleasant evening, we aD wended our way
to our several homes.

HE girls of the Donnitory have established the
~.»IIIIWH~~ custom of giving a party every year on St. V alentine's day. The third affair of this lcind was given
this year, and was voted to be the greatest success
of them all-when all were successes.

It is

proverbial that everyone has a good time at the Dormitory, and this
occasion was no exception to the rule.
The invitations were sent out in little heart-shaped envelopes, which
when opened, were found to contain the following verse:

St Valentine has chosen you
For a merry interview.
When the stars are shining bright
On the jolly Saint's own night,
Promptly at the hour of eight
Come to the 1 Donn1 and don't be late.
Cupid will be there to meet you,
With his hearts and darts to greet you.
True enough, when the guests entered the house, they were met
by Cupid, wings, bow and all, who presented a little gift to each guest
- Gttle heart-shaped bags full of candy to the girls, and heart-shaped
boxes of tiny butterffies to the boys. Each girl hunted the partner
whose name she fou!ld in her bag, and having found him, proceeded to
blindfold him, and stand six feet away from him while he threw at her
the butterflies from his box. The object was to see how many he could
stick to her dress. The girl receiving the greatest number was crowned
Queen of Hearts. A game of "Proposals," which followed aroused great
merriment and so did an arrow contest.

St. Valentine's picture gallery was visited by all the guests, and
each one was entitled, upon payment of a forfeit, to a comic Valentine.
The selling of the forfeits was unique.; for the judge seemed to lmow,
by some magic, whose property it was above her head, and to fix the
ransom accordingly.
The various 1stunts1 performed by the guests afforded great amusement, especially the cake-walk, which closed that part of the program.
Small tables were then arranged in the dining room, and deGcious
refreshments were served. The crowning success of the evening was a
great St. Valentine's cake, made in the shape of a heart, which proved
a wonder indeed; for when it was cut, each slice told a poetical fortune
for sotnebody.

After the refreshments, all gathered around the piano

and joined in singing college songs.

Amid cheers for their Alma

Mater, their hostesses and themselves, the guests made their fareweU. and
took their departure, thus closing one more deGghtful evening at the

good old 1Dorrn.1
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Wqe lfasqingtnn iunqurt.
APPY is the man whose birthday never dies, whose
memory ripens as the years go by, and whose
name is a synonym of true manhood.

It is our

yearly custom to commemorate the Twenty-second
of February as a day most distinctively American
and most intimately connected with the birth of freedom. In accordance
with this time-honored cWlom, a band of patriotic ftudents gathered in
Hadley Hall on the evening of the great birthday to sing anew the
praises of the uncrowned hero, George Washington.
The day had been spent in decorating and preparing the Elocution
room for the elaborate feast.

The very room seemed appropriate, for

there had echoed the great speeches of American ~berty so dear to
young America.
The different classes had vied with the general committee and each
other to making the affair a success. There was a long table reserved
for the F acuity, the Alumni and the Regents. There were four festal
boards for the college cla.Mes. All were profusely ornamented with
Bowers, fruits, and every accessory to a successful feast. When all were
seated according to rank or previous servitude, the fun commenced.
It is interesting to note the four distinctive characters of college hle.
One views with awe the doughty, invincible Freshman.

Whence

he came, no one knows, and where he is drifting, the fates alone can tell.

It is related how Jason sowed the milk teeth of a dragon, and how
hundreds of Freshmen sprang up in a night, but- "no sabemos.•

The

fact remains that they took the banquet by storm and pickles by the
gallon.

A triBe lower in the scale were the Sophomores.

It ia not ow

purpose to describe a death's head at our feast, 10 we shall leave them.
The Juniors ate many good things and said many-things. The
Seniors were engaged continually in refUting the brilliant sallies of the
juniors.
When everything in sight had been eaten, and everything possible
said, Professor Asplund called for toasts.
Miss Parsons was the first to respond.
Nation; the Land We Love.•

It was her's to honor 10ur

The next best thing, 1 0ur Territory,• waa remembered by Mi..
Huggett.
Mr. T ucher spoke heartily of 10ur President.•
Mr. Horton made numerous allusions to 1 0ur Classes,• and a few
George W ashingtons, in embryo.
The numerous 1Preps.1 were not forgotten by Miss Schuster.

Mr. Albright, contrary to expectations, anticipated in a serious vein
'Tomorrow.•
10ur

l...a.sses1 will always remember Mr. Hugh Bryan's poetical

tribute.
'Our School,• the last subject, had been allotted to Mr. Ilfeld,
whose appropriate remarks ended the formal programme.
But still the jolly young men and women must give vent to their
enthusiasm in cheering for all who had a hand in making things a
success. Finally with a grand burst of patriotism, the aowd dispersed.

A lox Jarty.
H~!CIJti~bl HEN seven girls make up their minds to have something, they usually get it or make things pretty
interesting. I don't know that I need to say seven,
for one can keep life from being dull. But seven
-gracious! Well, if you must have the story,
"although I shudder to recall and my mind shrinks in grief, nevertheless
I will begin.•

It was in connection with the Univenity play that the

harrowing expe.rience came to me. I was joint business manager and
had charge of the sale of tickets. Of course I was ready to sell the
little slips at any price-they didn't cost very much.

So when I was

asked to reserve the lower right hand box for seven fair maidens, I
promised to see to it. Now a picnic in the mountains would make me
forget my wedding anniversary and it isn't strange therefore that the
attractions of Ambudy Canyon should lure me away, tho' it was the day
set for the reservation of seats for the University play, at Matson's. I
went picnicing and the lower right hand box was sold to Alva Cochran.
On the day after my return I was reminded of my agreement with the
seven fair ones. I had seven distinct thrills of fever and an equal number of chills. Those damsels assailed me individually, in pairs, in a body.
One day they didn'tspeak tome. Thenextdaytheydid- vociferously.
I was glad when Saturday came and I had opportunity to devise
some means of allaying the storm my carelessness had raised.

When

Monday came I was ready for the delegation with my bribe, five pounds
of candy, if they would take the upper right hand box.

Boys, it works

every time, and the fair ones agreed.
But listen to the sequel.
or was it my pocket book?

My treacherous memory failed me again,
I have observed that both are treacherous.

At any rate I nealected to make provision for carrying out my part
the agreement.

ol

Often strange forms appeared in my dreams reminding

me of the duty unperformed and apparitions troubled my
Li.ke Dido, I feared everything, tho' safe.

slumbers.

My tremblinga were justified

large package. With reluctant fingers.
I took off the wrappings to find an empty box and inside only a list of

one morning when I received a

the septette and the legend 1 Lest we forgel1

What made my sensa·

tio01 more excruciating still, was that it was a five pound box and that it
bore the Huyler stamp.
male persuasion u

I leave my deductions to such members of the

have been interested in the price of Allesretti'a,

Lowney's and Huyler's.

Well I saw the end of

this box

party.

I

immediately hastened down town and ordered enous}l chocolates and
bon bons to keep a bevy of girls busy for an evening, and had them
sent to a certain address on South First street and the next day I was
After getting over the effects I
The one lesson to be drawn from this true

invited down to help eat the plunder.
have lived happy ever after.

story ia that candy goes a long way toward keeping tempers sweet.
-THE KID.'

N Wednesday afternoon, March tenth, was held one
of the most enjoyable social events of the year.
Between the houn of three and six on that day, the
Sigma Sigma Sorority was giving a tea at Casa del
Mesa, which was kindly lent by
purpose.

Mrs. Hodgin for the

The Sigma Sigma girls have a reputation

for being charming and original hostesses and this case
was no exception to the rule. Everyone had a good time in spite of the
admission which was asked. The proceeds are to be used in refurnishing and decorating the SororitY room on the second floor of the
Administration Building.
The obstacle of the price of admission having been surmounted,
the guest found himself more thoroughly comfortable and at ease. Mrs.
Hodgin, Mrs. Angell and even the Dean himself assisted in the entertainment. while the Pianola, played by the guests added materially to the
atmosphere of homey comfort. The hostesses, dressed in white, were
rendered conspicuous by their sorority colors- green and white - and
their dainty aprons.
Finally the visitor was conducted to the dining room which even
the most critical were forced to admit was quite worth the much
discussed price of admission.
In the center of a large round table was a minature fountain
surrounded by a bank of moss and ferns- the fountain measuring more
than five feet in diameter.
amona the ferns.

A number of jets were cleverly concealed

From these, tiny streams sprayed nearly to the ceiling

with a dear liquid gurgle, quite in keeping with the softly lighted room.
Most attractive of all was the lighting of the water by an ingenious

'

electrical arrangement, planned and operated by President Tight.

Thd

falling water changed color constantly, from the softest silvery green to
a glowing crimaon.

Many combinations were possible, but the one

most called for was the ever popular cheny and silver, which were
splendidly reproduced by the minature electric fountain.
The fountain was a decided success and deservedly appreciated by

all. Only one young man, however was fascinated enough quite to
forget the cake and chocolate which awaited his pleasure.

Minute after

minute he sat tense, his hands in his pockets, his eyes sparkling, his ~ps
slightly parted, while the chocolate grew cool and then cold.
a sigh, that just escaped being a low whistle, blew forth softly.
why didn't you charge a dollar.• Then he spied the cake.

At last
•Gee,
There

was time for just one bite and he was again under the spell of the
falling water and changing ~ghts. A few requests for 1 moo~ght,1
1 ghostlight1

or 1cherry and silver• and he came to the question pro-

pounded by every boy who had watched the fountain that afternoon.
Professor, do you manage that by means of a battery or a dynamo)1
Then his chocolate being hopelessly cold and his neighbor having disposed
1Say

of his cake, the enthusiast demanded his hat and went home.
The refresmnents were sadly neglected by this youth, but everyone
else paid them ample attention, as the residue testined. Chocolate or
tea, with several kinds of cake, and salted almonds made up the bill of
fare.
What the results of the 1 tea1 will be in a newly furnished Sorority
room and to what use the girls will put their improved quarters, are still
matters of speculation to the uninitiated.

lrrlamatory Qlnntr.at.

T

HE First Annual Declamatoty Contest wu given at the
School of Music, December 19th, 1904.

The contest-

ants were drilled by Profeuor Crum, and showed careful
training. The Treble Oef Oub, under the direction of
Professor Krebs, furnished music for the evening.

The

firtt number on the program was 'The Rescue of Lygia, w from •Quo
Vadis,w recited by Miss Elizabeth Heald. This piece was well handled,
the speaker's voice and expression being remarkably good. It was
followed by a humurous selection, •Aunt Elenora's Hero! delivered in
an inimitable manner by Miss Belle Franklin. Then came •Old Ace,l
a very pleasing selection by Miss Anna Allen.

Miss Violetta DeTullio

1The

Polish Boy,R a rather dramatic
gave an excellent interpretation of
and difficult piece, but spoken so well that it received great applause.

Miss Beatrice Sleight in 1The Emancipation of Man,w and Miaa
May Owens in •How Mr. Binb Named the Baby,1 showed talent in
handling humorous selections, and evoked a great deal of laughter. The
declamations oi Miss Cunningham and Miss Ridley were also well
received.
The
prize, consisting of a year's scholarship in the School oi
Elocution, presented by Dr. D. E. Wilson, and a Cold Medal, presented

rust

by H. E. Fox, was awarded to Miss Violetta DeTullio, The Second
prize, a set of Elocution boob, presented by S. E. Newcomer, was
awarded to Miss Belle Franklin.
The judges were Rabbi jacob H. Kaplan, Professor A. B. Stroup
and Attorney Felix H. Lester.
The Second Annual Declamatory Contest was held in the Elks'
Ball Room, February 27, 1906. A large and interested audience

listened to the various !electioos whiclt showed the mOlt careful prepar'•
ation. All the contestants acquitted themselves with credit, making the
judgea' deciaion moat difficult. The program wu quite Jona, but to
well arranged and so varied with serious and humorous selediona, that
not once did the attention of the audience flag. The contest was further
improved by the fact that a number of men took part this year and did
not leave it entirely to the girls, as in the first contest.
The First prize, a coHection of boob presented by Dr.]. A. Henry,
was awarded to Charles M. Horton, '09. The second prize, a Cold

•Travelers•

Pen. presented by S. E. Newcomer, was awarded to

J. Ralph T ascher, '08.
The program was as follows:
Piano Duet,

"Qui Vive11 •••••••••••••••••••••• • •••• • ••• C aw
Misses Huntzinger and Neher

"How Tom Sawyer Whitewashed the F ence.11 • ••••••••••••• Twain
May Owens
1

'1be Unknown

Speaker, 11 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Anon
Allan F . Keller

11

A Railway Matinee," ... . ........................... Burdette
Elwood M . Albright

11

Spartacus to the Gladiators,11 ••• • ••••••••••••••••• •• •

• • Kellogg

Walter R. Allen
11 Nothin'

to Say," . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..................... Riley

"Jane ) ones.'' ........... . . . ..... . ................. . ... King
Charles M . Horton
Piano Duet, 11The jolly Blacksmith.'' .......•.......... .. ..... . .
Misses Huntzinger and Neher

''The Lightning Rod Dispenser," .•• • .............. . .... Carleton
Kenneth C. Heald

"His Mother's Sermon," from 1Beside the Bonnie Briar Bush1 .. McLaren
lsobel 0. Niven

''The Cook,". . . . . . . . . • •.•............• •••.. ... . .... Phelps
Beatrice A Sleight
''The Man Without a Country," .................•...•.... Hale
]. Ralph Tascher
"Deacon Bunker's Proposal," . . . . .. .. ............. .. ..... Anon
Helen M. Bearrup
Vocal Solo, "Love's Sorrow," ......................... . ..... .
]. M. Hetherington
The Judges of the contest were Reverend E. E. Grawford, Pro~r A. B. Stroup and E. L. Washburn.

®rutnrital Cltntdt.abt.
~~~~~

RATORY has always been, and always wiD be arl
important feature in college work. Oratorical
contests are among the most notable events of th~
college year. They daim as much interdt from
the pubGc. and as great a display of zeal from

ftudents as the great athletic events.

The University of New Mexico

has not been behind other schools in her interest and attainments in this
work, and throughout her history, a number of events of this character
are recorded, which have been well patronized by outsiders, and in which
the students participating have proved themselves a credit to their Alma
Mater. From time to time, pubGc spirited citizens have offered prizes
for local contests. There have been no inter-school contests, principally
because of the lack of schools in the Territory of sufficient standing to
compete with the University.
The first Oratorical Contest was held in june of 1900. A prize
of twe~ty-five dollars was offered by Mrs. Hadley, and the contest was
an eminent success. The program was as follows:
The Receding Ideal .. . ...... ..... ............ Elizabeth Hughes
The Work of the Doubter ..................... Mabel Anderson
Imperialism ....... . ........ . ..................... Joe Coona
Beauty. . •....• . ....•....................... Harvey Bittner
A Plea for the Heroes of the Alamo. . . . . . . . . .•• .•.. Signe Skoog
Industrial Education ............................ Edward Owen
The prize was awarded to Miss Ehabeth Hughes.
Another contest was held in the following year1 but all account of
this seems to have been lost, and we have not been able to obtain the
names of the prize winners.

No more work of the kind was attempted until 1905, when by
the efforts of R. W. D. Bryan assisted by Professor Crum of the UrnUniversity, a contest was hdd in Commencement Week. A first prize
of twenty dollars was offered for the best speaker and two second prizes
of ten dollars each for the best man and best woman speaker, after the
first award had been made. The contest was hdd in the Opera House
before a large and appreciative audience. A similar contest it being
arranged for Commencement Week of this year.
The above oratorical contest was held under the patronage of the
Lawyers, Doctors, Clergymen and Life Insurance Agents of Albuquerque
at the Elk's Opera House on May 9, 1905. The following wu the
program;
Gambling and Street Influences ..........• • ...... Maud C. Craves
Lesson of the Battle of Mukden ..••••..•....... Errett Van Cleave
Educational Problems of New Mexico ............. laobd 0. Niven
The United States as a World Power .......... Clarence E. Heald
The F oily of War .......................... Lillian G. Huggett
The Angd of the Crimea ................... Agnes C. McCallum
The judges were Judge Ira A. Abbott. M. K. Mandd, Professor
A. B. Stroup.
F'tnt prize awarded to Miss lsobd 0. Niven. Second prizes
Miss Lillian G. Huggett and darence E. Heald.

Jlays.
~~!!ei~~~

MONG the many distinctive features which make up
college life, the dramatic entertainment holds no
uncertain place. This is a form of student ac.tivity
which is immensely popular in college cirdes every·
where, and its popularity appears to increase with

each succeeding year.

Classic plays are undertaken with no less zeal

than are comedies, farces and burlesques.

A talent for acting seems to

lie dormant in almost every student's breast, and many a histrionic ~ar
has held a little triumph upon the college stage, who otherwise would
have been unknown.
The ~udents of the University of New Mexico are not behind
others in their interest in this respect.

The record of the plays they

have given during their short history, forms but a small list. but it is a
record of successes and their number is constantly growing. We have
endeavored in this volume to present a brief description of the dilferent
plays presented, covering a period of several years. It has been quite
difficult to gather material for this, and it is possible that the list is incom·
plete, but it is sufficient to show the scope of the worlc done. Among
the productions whose records seem to be entirely lost are, a German
play, given by a German dass, sometime in the dim past. and an £s...
trella play entitled 1 The Match Box•. This last is remembered as hav·
ing been a 1 howling success,1 but all trace of cast and characters is lost.
In the earlier days of the University the plays were usually given
by the literary societies. As a rule there were two of these organizations and as they kept up a keen rivalry, they put all their efforts in their
productions, and turned out some very creditable ones. There was no
attempt, however, to establish any regular plays until 1904, at which

time Professor john H. Crum took charge of the department of docution.
Professor Crum at once set about malc.ing arrangements for an annual play, to be prC$ented in Commencement week. He felt aure that
it could be made a financial success. Not only that, he was equally sure
that we had the material to give a production which would compare
favorably with the pettormances of the larger colleges. Sheridan's comedy, 1 The Rivals1 was chosen for the first year.

Under the able man-

agement of Professor Crum, this proved the greatest auccess of any of
the plays the University has given. Goldsmith's "She Stoops to Conquer,• is now in course of preparation, for the second year, and will be
presented on May third. The cast chosen is very generally representative of the student body, and the perfonnance promises to be quite as
successful, or perhaps more so, than that of "The Rivals.1

Given by the Pierian Literary Society at Neher Opera House,
in the Fall of 1900.

President of the Convention, ............... F.]. Birtwell
Secretary•........................ Miss Ellen McOure
Treasurer, ....................... Miss Ida E. johnson

This play was full of local and school hits, especially against the
members of the rival literary society. It was played to a crowded
house and proved a great financial success.

Given under the auspices of the Atheneum Literary Society, m
Orchestrion hall, February, 1902.

CAST

Miss Ethel A H ickey
Miss Lou Anderson

Miss Nellie Brewer
Thomas Keleher,
John Cannon

Linus Shields

Jr.

ID4r 11Hrst jtnrk lffarulty ilrrting
March, 1900

THE CAST

President T ight. . . . .

. . . . . .. . .......... Oliver J. Van Wagnen

Professor Hodgin . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........... Harvey Bittner
Professor Weinz.irl.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... john Cannon
Professor Magn\WOn .... .. ....... .... . ........ Thomas Keleher
Professor Paxton .... .. . .... . .................. Ralph Halloran
Professor Montoya . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... Grover Strong
Miss Hickey ..................... . ........ . .. .. Mabel Hunt
Miss Parsons .................................. Nellie Brewer

1\ppntpriatt {!}rurtations hy 11}t llirtims

F oUowed by none is sure lag;
Preceeded by Van we find a Wag.- Tight.
To control with neither
Bit nor bridle.- Hodgin.
Oh, how sublime a thing it is
To suffer and be Strong.- Montoya.
To seek the bubble reputation
At the Cannon's mouth.- Weinzirl.
A Brewer of storms.- Parsons.
My beard, my words.
Oh, would they were
As true to life
As Kdeher.- Magnusson.
And Mable fair as is her wont
A true Diana of the Hunt.- Hickey.
Desist, rash youth,
P resume not books to scan;
Your proper study
Is Ralph Halloran.-Paxton.

Given by the Swastika Glub, in Assembly Hall, March, 1906.
THE CAST

President Tight ...... ••... •.........•.......•... M. Maguire
Professor Hodgin . •. . ..•.... . ................. Clifford Hayden
Professor Asplund .............................. J. R. T ascher
Professor Angell ...........••..•.• . ....••....••.. Kirk Bryan
Professor Crum ..... . .•.... . ...... . •. . ..... Charles M. Horton
Professor Espinosa ... ........ .............•. . ... Albert Clancy
Professor Preston ............................ Elwood Albright
Miss Parsons. . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . ....... Ruth Goss
Miss Hickey .....................•........... Bonnie Murphy
Miss Sisler .......•.•.............................. Ida Hart
Miss Huggett ..............•.................... lsobel Niven
N air of eager interest pentaded the students who gathered
in Assembly that morning to see the most unique Facuity
meeting on record. k for the real Faculty, their ex~ pressions varied. Their attitude on the whole might be
~ characterized as doubtful; but the doubt soon disappeared
when the fun commenced.
The first of 1the cast1 to appear on the scene was Miss Hickey,
dressed in black, as usual, with a high white collar, and a red bow tie.
She marched across the stage with her accustomed buoyancy, and read
Kip~ng's banjo song with a familiar "tinkle" in her voice, which brought
shrieks of delight from the audience. She was closely followed by Mr.
Crurn and Mr. Preston. The former in a high collar and artistic hair.

The latter with a sandy mustache and a dimple in his chin. 1Y es,l Mr.
Crwn was saying, rrbat was the finest play I ever put on in Albuquerque. There is a great deal in !mowing how to choose the character to
fit the part. Why, as soon as I saw your brother, I lmew he would
make absolutely the finest Absolute that ever-• Here he was interrupted
by the appearance of Mr. Hodgin. who with an annful of papers, and a
red mustache, that left nothing to be desired, carne in telling what an
exquisite flavor the last bale of hay had which he had ordered.

Miss

Sisler and Mr. Espinosa carne next, true to life; then Miss Parsons with
a business-like air. Mr. Asplund, wearing a broad brimmed felt hat and
carrying a lunch-box next appeared, explaining his plans for the catalog
to Mr. AngeU, who as he walked with his characteristic stride told how
they did things at Wisconsin. Dr. Tight, his turquoise ring conspicuous
~e in in a hurry, but looking back and seeing

went back and invited her to enter.

.

Miss Huggett peeping in.

Meanwhile Mr. Preston rose from

his seat to pick something off the floor.

Miss Sisler took his chair.

He attempted to sit down again and was overwhelmed with confusion.
Business went on apace. The names of the Seniors were read.
Professor Asplund objected to passing Walter Allen because he had not
finished his Latin course. Professor Angell, in his defense, protested
that he was doing good work in 'Trig.' and that he was a fine track
athlete; but he objected to Lisa Dieckmann on account of her work in
Physics.
1

But,l interposed Mr. Espinosa, 1She is also a fine track athlete.'
This was sufficient, and her name was passed.
The discussion for the scholarship prize was then taken up.

After

some arguments, the prize was awarded to Robert Price whose average
was 99.999 per cent.

The other candidates, Bonnie Murphy and

Laurence Selva, had averages of 99.975 and 99.087 per cent.

Mr.

Pteston, having had the conditions of the prize explained to him, for he
had never heard of it before, objected to Robert Price on the ground
that he had broken some labaratory apparatus, and that he lmew nothing
of radium, the foundation of chemistry.

His objection was not sustained,

so he attempted to second the motion but was diverted by Mr. Crum,
who began to tell him about an intimate friend of his who played
Hamlet, etc.
Meanwhile the rest of the F acuity discusaed a communication from
a former student of the 'Varsity, who having studied rhetoricals at the
Santa Fe shops, desired to apply for a position to teach the same. The
matter was cut short by a sudden catastrophe. Mr. Crum in making an
animated gesture, accidentially struck Mr. Preston, who collided with
Mr. Espinosa, and sent him sprawling to the Boor.
1

When order was restored, Professor Angell addressed the chain
This thing of staying away from Assembly is becoming a serious offense

among the Students,1 he said, 1and we muSt put a stop to it. I have to
report Albert Clancy and Clifford Hayden for disobedience in absenting
themselves from Assembly after I had told them to go.1
The President sent Mr. Espinosa to bring in the culprits; and while
he was gone Professor Asplund entreated the Faculty to look stern, and
took a firmer grasp on his lunch box to enable himself to be composed.
All frowned at the door, which opened to admit-Professor Espinosa.
He entered in great excitement.
1
1 gave them a direct command,• he cried 1and they refused ta
obey I Clancy ran away and Hayden kept saying down to me that he
could not hear. There is only one thing to do, and that is to suspel
them I I demand that they be expulsioned I I insist that they be expended!' "I think that a public reprimand-" began Dr. Tight. He
was interrupted by Professor Asplund, who grasped the lunch box
determinedly.

1

Impossible I Mr. President,1 he said;

1W e

cannot

upel them. We need their names for the Catalog.1 This settled the
matter, and a public reprimand was decided upon.
1 We

will now take up a very important matter,• began the Presi-

dent..
Here Mr. Preston attempted to second a motion, hut was pre-vented by Mr. Crum, who began to tell him another story.
'The subject of radium,1 went on Dr. Tight, 'is a very important
one, and it has been suggested that we establish a Chair of Radium in
the University. Mr. Preston has made a special study of the subject and
will now perform an experiment for us.1
Mr. Pteston took the floor.
1 have a ~ttle experiment to perform.

1

I have- er-here-er-

some sawdust and- er-some sugar and some chemical fluid known as
H 2 50 4. Also I have procured some geological specimens, which~-•

'Thase are not radium, Professor,1 said Dr. Tight examining them.
'Excuse me,1 interrupted Professor Espinosa, excitedly, 1can you
eat radium'?1
During all this time Professor ~ell had shown strong signs of
dissent, and he now settled hade in his shair with a.n air of deep
disgust.
1 No, this isn't radium.' went on the speaker. 1But if you take these
various substances and mix them together - you will find that the stones,
I mean the constituent molecules - er- in short-1 have succeded in
obtaining a molecule of radium that has sufficient power to drive a
two thousand ton ship, three times around the world in sixty days,
stopping over for coal-

1

Here the mixture got busy very suddenly.
flare, a hang, then wild excitement.

There was a sizz, a

The unfortunate operator was

,

knocked half w4y across the room, where he sat blinking at the catutrophe. The ladies climbed chairs.
lunch box. Dr. Tight exclaimed:
to this!"

Professor Angell cried:

we can teU how it happened."

Professor Asplund hunted for his
11

Be calm; it is nothing; I am used

11 Leave

everything just as it is, so

Miss Parsons with difficulty, arose to a

point of order, and amid wild applause from the audience, the Mock
F acuity Meeting adjourned.
A few minutes later, in response to a prolonged demand for a
curtain call, the actors reappeared and two by two they marched in
characterestic style across the floor and disappeared down the Assembly
Room stairs.

Given by the E:strella Literary Society m Assembly Hall,
April, 1906.

THE CAST

Mrs. Manhattan ............................... Lillian Huggett
Her Daughters:
Angelina, singer ....... . .................. Lisa Dieckmann
Clementine, pianiste .........•................. Anna Allen
Violetta, artiste in oils. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... Virginia Finch
Antoinette, advocate of woman's rights . . . . . ....... Lillian Spitz
Estelle, authoress ............................. Lou Ewers
Mary, in search of position as nursery governess, ..... Tillie Allen
Mrs. Plodding-Schmidt, the rich widow of a stocking manufacturer . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... Fleda Smith
Bridget . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .......... Cook at the Manhattan

;

Annual University Play, presented at Elh' Opera House
May 2, 1905.
rJtst

THE CAST

Fag ...•...................... . .......... Clarence E. Heald

Thomas ................................. . Kenneth C. Heald
Lucy .. . .................................... Mata E. T way
Lydia Languish.. .. .. .. . . . . . ............... Violetta De Tullio
Julia ..• . ............................... Daisy J. Huntzinger
Mrs. Malaprop .............................. Ethel A. Hickey
Sir Anthony Absolute ..... . ................ Clarence D. P reston
Captain Absolute ...... . ...................... joseph R. Scotti

Faulkland . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .................. Thomas S. Bell

l3ob Acres ............. . . . ..........•........ john H. Crum
Sir Lucius O'Trigger . . ..................... William T. Grimmer
David ..................................... Fred C. Metzger

Boy .......... . ...... . ................ Master Willie Grimmer
Servant ................ . ...................... Frank Alvord
HE University has scored no greater success
in any line than that made by the First
Annual Play, given in the Spring of I 905.
Three months of hard work -· work on the
part of the participants and also on the part
of the ~udents and F acuity in securing
interest and patronage among the citizens,
resulted in a triumph that equaled all expectations.
The Opera House was crowded to the doors with a most appreciative audience. Parties of students were everywhere conspicuous, and
every member of the F acuity was present. The large audience seemed
thoroughly to enjoy the presentation of the play, and expressed its
sympathy with the performers by ready applause at every piece of
especially good work. rrhe Rivals' is a comedy of contrasts, every
character in it having its foa, or opposing character. Marked ability
was shown in choosing the cast so that the contrasts should be dearly
brought out and the literary value emphasized. The production was
artistic and finished. This result was largdy owing to the skal with
which the patts were subordinated to each other,

There was no effort

to make one character a star in comparison with the others, but every part,
however small, showed the most careful training and the best work, thus
producing a most successful effect, not only from a dramatic, but from a
literary standpoint.

The honors of the evening seemed equally divided between Miu
Hickey as Mrs. Malaprop, and Mr. Preston as Sir Anthony Absolute.
The former displayed marked ability in her characterization of the fussy
and important aunt. whose peculiar blunders in English were a constant
amusement to the audience; while the latter was the most realistic impersonation of an overbearing, irascible old gentleman that can be imagined.
His manner and makeup could hardly be improved upon, and his
representation of Sir Anthony's oddities, made the hit of the evening.
Among the other characters which deserve special mention are:
Mr. Scotti as Captain Absolute, Mr. Bell as Faulkland, Mr. Crum as
Bob Acres, and Miss Huntzinger as Julia. The minor parts were no
less well chosen and added a great deal to the merit of whole
production.
The Fmt Annual Play marked the beginning of an epoch in our
college life. ~ we looked around on that large and interested audience,
the students in the boxes, and the students behind the footlights, in the
flush of that lim triumph we could see a long list of such successes
stretching away into the future. Student drama at the University hu
come to stay.

Second Annual University play, presented at Elb' Opera
House, May 3, 1906, under the Auspices of the Athletic Association.

(!lonunii:ttt ou .1\rrau.g.tmtuts
Professor Martin F. Ar.gell
Professor C. E. Hodgin
Miss Anna Allen, '06
Lawrence llfeld, '06
]. Ralph T ascher, '08

ihwiut.sll JBauagtr
Kirk Bryan

lirrdor
Professor john H. Crum

iHE CAST

~~~~. ~~~~~~ } ...................... . .... Kirk

Bryan

Young Marlowe ......................... Professor ). H. Crum

t ............................

Mr.t MHard~~e
Elwood Albright
Ma uggms .. J
Tony Lumpkin . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... Joseph R. Scotti
Hastings ................................. john Ralph T ascher
J!':y } · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ... · ............• . .. M. T. Maguire
Tom Twist. .............................. Thomas M. Danahy

JS~ckSlang
l .................................. Albert Oancy
IIDOn, •• f
Oiggory . . ............. . ... . .............. Kenneth C. Heald
Roger .................................. . .. Hugh M. Bryan
Ralph ........................ . ............. Lawrence llfdd

'6?~

l .. ·.. .. .. .. .. .... ·..............

Walter R. Allen

Mrs. Hardcastle.. .. . .. ..................... Ethd A. Hickey
Miss Hardcastle . . . . . . . . . . . .......... . ....... Sarah M. Hall
Miss Neville ................................. lsobel 0. Niven
Maid . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Virginia Finch

wnmmywnm.
We've heard of Tommy Atkins,
We've heard of Tommy Thumb,
But who in all creation ever heard of Tommy Drum.
Well, i'ts Tommy in the fracas,
And Tommy in the game,
Well, it's Tommy Tom forever
'Mid the mangled and the slain.
Crack of doom is unavailing
But Tom is never failing in the fight.
What a wonder, wonder, wonder,
That the rolling, jealous thunder
Never hurled a bolt a-slaying him in spite.
It's concensus of belief
That a wrecked Indian chief
Is a living in the soul of Tommy Tom,
And its not a thing of grief
For a fancy, foxy thief
To steal away the heart of Tommy Tom.
It's a rumble of the thunder
In the soul of Tommy Drum-

So we'll never, wonder, wonder, what it is.

I. N. tl. .Atqltttr 1\ssnriatinn
Organized 1891

President
Vice-President
Secretary
. Treasurer

Edmund Ross,
Dolores Huning,
Clarence E. Worth,
Kenneth C. Heald,

1Soarb of <!!ontrol
Facuity Members
Pres. W. G. Tight
Prof. M. F. Angell
Prof. E. A. Hickey
Student Members
]. Ralph T ascher
Kirk Bryan
HEREVER we find a school which fosters athletic
endeavor, we find also that ever-necessary O(ganization for the control and promotion of such efforts
- the athletic association. As U. N. M. has from
the start done her part in the realm of the athlete,
our Athletic Association was first organized not very long after the
establishment of the institution.
Although the constitution has been slightly altered once or twice,
the general plan of the association has not been materially changed.

Under the present constitution, every member of the University is a
member of the Athletic Association, which receives a nominal fee on
the entrance of the student. This tends to keep everyone personally
interested in the work and policy of the association, as these are deter~
mined by the officers chosen.
The annual election occurs in February of each year, and the
offices to be filled are those of President, Vice-President, Secretary and
Treasurer, and also a Board of Control, consisting of three faculty mem~
hers and two taken from the student body.
Most of the active business of the organization is executed by this
Board of Control, the duties of the executives being mostly formal. The
Board appoints the team managers, and oversees most of the financial
matters. To their discretion is left the awarding of insignia when the
comtitutional requirements have b een fulfilled by the candidates.
During the past winter, the Board passed a decision which will
alter somewhat our athletic policy in the future.

The ruling was that

New Mexico was no longer to participate in semi-professional athletics,
nor to countenance such participation on the part of individual members
of any of the teams.

This year and last, the Athletic Association has undertaken the
supervision of an annual play, and in view of the excellent success of
last year's venture and the success which is so far indicated for this year's
play, this bids fair to become a fixed custom.
Last year's play was "The Rivals," of which an account appears
on other pages.

Its great success has already been alluded to, and was

such as to warrant another similar event this year, an account of which
we cannot yet publish.

1\tqlttir.a.
~~!ill!!e!ll$~

THLETICS at U. N. M. ate still young, for the
reason that the institution is still in its youth.
Notwithstanding this fact however, and the smallness of the numbers as a consequence of her short
life, New Mexico has never neglected to do her

part.

Her teams have never held back from their duty, and, in spite of

obstacles, have always seen that their Alma Mater was well represented
on the gridiron, the basket-ball floor, the diamond and the track.
Our athletic motto is "Do or Die,• and as yet we are not dead.
Although sometimes a strenuous effort has been necessary, still the 'Varsity
teams have always acquitted themselves without discredit to themselves
or their colors.
Intercollegiate athletics in the territory of New Mexico are also
necessarily as young as the institutions which participate therein, and
there are some features of inter-collegiate competition in this line which
have not yet been introduced among the schools of our territory. Some
of these, circumstances will always prevent. while there are others which
we hope soon to see added to the list of interscholastic games which
we already have.
In the 1 Land of Sunshine,• athletics may be said to consist strictly
of the dry land form. The •raging Rio Grande• shows no indications
of ever affording the means of rowing races, and the accompanying forms
water sports have therefore been permitted to go unindulged. There are1
however, some things lacking whose absence cannot be laid to environment.

Tennis, although having received some attention individually in

the different schools, has never become a field for interscholastic contests.

Also the relay race, which daims so much interest in
not thus far appeared among us.

many places, has
But though from the above it might

seem that much is neglected, athletic cirdes are never dull.

The

schools of our territory are not yet large nor numerous, an~ a few cannot
do work requiring more than their available time.

Any amount of vim

cannot suffice beyond the capacity of numbers, and for this reason some
events must wait till further growth shall warrant their introduction.
U. N. M. is characteristic. We lack not in spirit, but are short in
numbers.
still.

With growing enrollment our good prospects grow brighter

Behold, a field of much athletic possibility under the banner of

"Cherry and Silveri"

FOOT-BALL TEAM 1906.
Uppet· Row from Left to Right-Mayo . Angell, (Coach). Clancy, Heald, Sel va, Taschet· (Mgr.). A lbright.
Lowet· Row ft·om Left to Rlght- Danahy, Allen. Ross. Magu i•·e, H. BryAn.

1Jfnnt-llalL
Captain
Coach and Trainer
. Manager

Wales Smith,
Martin F. Angell,
j. Ralph Tascher, .

NAME AND POSITION

Mike Maguire, left tackle,
Tom M. Danahy, right tackle,
Bernard Crawford, left guard,
Trimble Wells, right guard,
Hugh Bryan. left end,
Glover Mayo, right end,
Lawrence Selva, center,
Albert Glancy, quarter-back.
Walter R. Allen, right half-back,
Wales Smith, left half-back,
Kenneth C. Heald, full-back
Edmund Ross, substitute,
Elwood M. Albright, substitute,
john Dye, substitute,

a..ASS

AGE

'09
'09
'07
'09
'09
'06
'08
'09
'06
'06
'06
'06
'07
'09

25
21
20
21
16
21
18
17
18
19
19
17
16
20

.&tason nf 1gas
AT ALBUQUERQUE

Oct. 7-New Mexico 5; Menaul 5.
Oct. 14- New Mexico 16; High School 0.
Oct. 2 1- New Mexico 15; High School 0.
Oct. 28.- New Mexico 15; Menaul 0.

HEIGHT WEICHT

5.8
6.!
5.8
5.8
5.7
5.6
5.8!
5.8!
5.7!
5.8
5.9
5.8t
5.8t
5.7

155
162
142
151
135
153
143
150
148
155
156
145
147
145

Nov. 11-New Mexico 27; Albuquerque Indians 0.
Nov. 18-New Mexico 12; Santa Fe Indians 0.
AT MESILLA PARK

Nov. 3Q-New Mexico 0; Agricultural College 40.
Totals-New Mexico 90; Opponents 45.

ilus ktt iull.
Kenneth C. Heald,
Kirk Bryan,

Captain
Manager

Wqt Wram
Frank Alvord, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........... Right Forward
Albert Clancy ............ . .................... Left Forward
Walter R. Allen .. . ... .......... ..... . .......... Right Guard
J. Ralph T ascher ................................. Left Guard
Kenneth C. Heald .............. . .............. . ..... Center
Hugh Bryan .. . ......................... . ......... Substitute
Mike Maguire . . . . . . . ............................ Substitute

iJrudt.rt Jlall j;raann nf tgns-·nli
New Mexico 14; Albuquerque High School 15.
New Mexico 13; Albuquerque Minors 30.
New Mexico 28; Agricultural College 16.
New Mexico 24; Albuquerque High School 19.
University of New Mexico Intercollegiate Champions of New
Mexico for the Season of I905-'06. New Mexico also Champions
1904-'05.

H. Bt·yan

BOYS' BASKET BALL 'l'EAl\1
Angell (Coach).
K. JBryan (Mgr.)
Allen
H eald (Capt.)
Taschet·
Clancy
Alvord

M ag uire

{~\o·

•

tllt 9''
{X~~.},) ob .
I'"7 \' \
GIRLS' BASKET BALL TEAl\!
Smith (Capt.)

X evin

Cunningham

Fl'anklin

)!urphy

<Jtrls· llaskrt ilall ij;ram
Season 1905-'06.
Fleda Smith,
Kirk Bryan,

Captain
Manager

Kate Cunningham .... .. .... . ................... Right Forward
Fleda Smith .......... . ........................ Leh Forward
Bernice Murphy ....................... .. ....... Right Guard
Belle Franklin ................................... Left Guard
laobel 0. Niven ....... . ............................. Center
Beatrice Murphy ......................... . ........ Substitute
Helen Beanup ................... .. ............... Substitute

New Mexico 9; Albuquerque Indian Girls 4.

Walter R. Allen,

Captain

Martin F. Angell
Kirk Bryan.

Coach
Manager

Kenneth C. Heald .................................. Catcher
Walter R. Allen . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .......... Pitcher
f ranlt R. Alvord . . . . . . . ........................... First Base
Tom M. Danahy ....................... . ........ Second Base
Glover Mayo .................................... Third Base
Albert Clancy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... Short Stop
Gillette Cornish . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........ Left field
Hugh Bryan .......... . .•... .. . . ............... Center Field
Edmund Ross ......... : .. ....................... Right field
Lawrence Ilfeld . . . . . . . .... .. ...................... Substitute

~a.&tball &ta.&Dtt l!IUli
AT ALBUQUERQUE

March
March
March
March

I Q-New Mexico 6; Albuquerque Indians I 0.
17.-New Mexico 9; Albuquerque Indians 5.
24-New Mexico 5; Albuquerque Browns 3.
30-New Mexico 9; Albuquerque Indians 4.
AT EL PASO

May 5- New Mexico vs. El Paso High School.

Jnttrtollrgiatt wratk fll!lttt
N. Bl. ns.

~- Qt.

100 Yards Dash-Deemer, A. C., flrst; Miller, A. C .• second; time
10
seconds.

*

12 Pound Shot-Redding, A. c .. first; K. Heald, N. M., second; distance 4 0 fe~t. 11 ¥.t Inches.
High Jump-E. Graham, A. c., flr'st; Alvord, N. M., and Brown.
A. C., tied for second; 5 feet, 3 Inches.
220 Yards Dash-Deemer, A. C., first; Miller, A. C .• second; time
22 S-5 seconds.
12 Pound Hammer-Redding, A. c .. first; Irwin, N.
distance 132 feet, 10% Inches.

M.,

second;

220 Yards Hurdles--Allen, N. M., flrst; Irwin, N. M., second; time
27 3-6 seconds.

Discus--Kearney, A. C., first; Ramirez, A. C., second; distance 94 ft.
120 Yards Hurdles--C. Heald, N. M., first; Myers, A.
tfme 18 seconds.

c ..

second;

Pole Vault-Alvord, N. M., ftrst; K. Heald, N. M .. and Brown, A. C ..
tied for second; height 9 feet.
440 Yards Run-Deemer, A. C., first: Heald, N. M., second; time
58 8-6 seconds.
Running Broad Jump-Bouts, A. C., first; Alvord, N. M., second;
distance 19 feet, 10 Inches.
Half-mile Run-Allen, N. M., first; Ramirez, A.
minutes, 20 ~ seconds.
Points scored-N. M., 42 points; A.

c ..

c ..

second; time 2

66 points.

m.rrrifDrial Etcorbs in mrack ~t41ttics
100 Yards Dash-Pelfrey, A. C.; time 10 2-5 seconds.
220 Yards Dash-Deemer, A. C.; time 22 3-5 seconds.
440 Yards Run-Deemer, A. C.; time 53 3-5 seconds.

TRACK TEAM 1906
Fo1·bes
H. Bl'yan
Clancy
Ilfeld
H ea ld
K. Brya n (Mgr.)
Danahy
:Ross
Angell (Coach)
Albright
Tasc her
Allen (Capt.)
Alvord
Maguire

Halt-Mile--Allen, N. M.; Ramirez, A. C.; time Z minutes ZOJA. •ee:
120 Yards Hurdles-220 Yards Hurdles--Allen, N. M.; time 27 3-5 seconds.
Running High Jump--E. Graham, A. C.; height 5 teet, 8 lnchee.
Running Broad Jump--Bouts, A. C.; distance 19 teet, 10 ~At Inches.
Pole Vault-Metcalf, A. C.; height 10 teet.
Discus--KearneY, A. C.; distance 94 teet.
12 Pound Shot-Redding, A. C.; distance 40 teet, llJA. Inch es.
12 Pound Hammer-Redding, A. C. ; distance 132 fE!et, lOlA. Inches•

·lfarstty Errnril.s itt wrark .AU,lttirs
100 Yards Dash-Allen, '06; time 10 4-5 seconds.
220 Yards Dash-Tascher. '08; time 23 3-5 seconds.
440 Yards Dash-K. Heald, '07; time 54 2-5 seconds.
Half-mile Run-Allen, '06; time 2 minutes, 20% seconds.
120 Yards Hurdles--c. Heald, '05; time 18 seconds.
220 Yards Hurdles--Allen, '06; time 27 3-5 seconds.
Running High Jump--Alvord. '07; height 5 teet, 2 Inches.
Running Broad Jump--Alvord, '07; distance 19 teet, 3 Inches.
Pole Vault-Alvord, '07; height 9 teet, 3 Inches.
Discus--Allen. '06; distance 100 teet, 2 Inches.
12 Pound Shot-K. Heald, '07; distance 38 teet.
i2 Pound Hammt>r-Irwln, '05; distance 121 teet.

Jlllrartr.a nf N. •·
NAME

FIRST AWARD FOR

R. K. Aldrich, '06
W. R. Allen, 06
F. R. Alvord, '07
Ray Bean, '04
John Cannon, '04
A H. Clancy, 109
B. H. Crawford, '07
F. M. Danahy, '09
P. H. Dec~er, '07
C. E. Heald, '05
K. C. Heald, '07
Uoyd Irwin, '05
J. w. Luse, '07
j. G. Mayo, '06
M. T. Maguire, '09
j. w. Sebben, '05
L L Selva, '09
W. A Smith, '06
j. Ralph T ascher, '09

Football, '03
Bas~etball,

'04-'05
Bas~etball, '04-'05

Football, '03
Football, '03
Football, '05
Football, '03-'05
Football, '05
Football, '03
Track, '05
Football, '03-'05
Football, 103
Football. '03
Football, 03-'05
Football, '05
Football, '03
Football, '05
Football, '05
Football, '03-'05
GIRLS

Kate Cunningham, '0 7
Helen Finch, '0 7
Rose M. Harsch, '07
Grace Mordy, '05
Fleda Smith, ·o 7

Basketball, '03-'05
Basketball, '0 3-'04
Basketball, '03-'04
Basketball, '0 3-'04
Baaketball, '03-'04

It 1\ttimn ili.aripulnrum.(®ratto JliltUtS.)
There stood a atatdy 'Varsity
Upon a atatdy hill
Not far away from our city-

In fact it stands there still.
Here eager youths did oft repair
To win the guerdon knowledge
And multitudes of books were there
To evidence a college.
But order to these youths was naught
Wide were their books dispersed,
And when a lad his text book aought

It often chanced he found it not.
They high were stacked in corridor,
In office, room and hall,
The F acuity grew torrider
And soon blew up a squall.
They wanted room to live and breathe
Beyond those cussed stacks
So 'twas decreed beyond reprieve
They should be kept in sacks.
Obedience filled the student breast
(For such are great on piety)
Instanter they complied with zest
And sacks of great variety.

•

Were sacks for corn and wheat and malt

Cement and coins and spuds
And flour, oatmeal sugar and salt
And dressing goods and duds.
1Stopl

Stopl1 Implored the Faculty
~ ne'er beseeched bdore,
And thus did end the sack decree
-We hear of it no more.

it .Animn llisripulnrmtt.
(<trafut &rnmbus.)
Dante was weary of inv~ation.
1

Say,1 he aaid to

his guide, 1Show me an allegory that reprewenta the

suffering and reward of the innocent.1
1Sure!

says Satan,

"This way.1

And a dark landscape slumped down before them.

A red moon

was on high.
Several indistinct buildings hovered in the foreground.
Two muffled figures appeared from a deep crevice in the masonry.
They yawned and seemed to disappear.
Silently ten or more vague forms drifted into the scene.
They carne together and faded into the wall.
Ttme dapsed.
They reappeared but only for an instant.
They retreated into the darkness of the night.
But Gosh I

Again they reappeared.

Dim and faint at
phosphorescent glow.

first and, Golly! They were accompanied by a

Quiddy the glow assumed the outlines of a horse.
The obscure figures were daubing

him with blue paint.

Satan sighed.
There was a grating sound-a door swung open.
•Clump 11

1 Clump I

inky stairs.
Silence reigned.
The red moon aank.

'Clump 11

1fu

they make their way up the

'Shucks.' said Dante, "That's the sufferins of innocence, all right,
but where's the sequd, 1Show us one entitled 11Mocence Rewarded.' 1
Satan arinned.
Slowly the doud dispelled.
Beaming dawn appeared.
A city stood before them.
So did a rig.
It was drawn by a horse.
A horse. And he had the features of that phantom horse.
But the paint it all had went.
Satan laughed.
1
Aha,1 said Dante, "That was the shadow and this is the substance.1
1 Even 10,1 said Satan, and they moved on.

Come Muses from Olympia's silvery crown
Proclaim this tale of heroes-meet renown.
Come, gentle Clio, shape

this phantasy

And thou fair nymph of Truth, Caliope,
Come, lease the fairy revels of your tribe
And aid our humble, though an earnest scribe.
For themes like these stand far as towers tall
And poet's heart they seize and brains enthrallBut here the Muses come in answer to our call.
Ah, hardy cheerful fame, the unsullied fame
Of 'Varsity, such champiom e'er proclaim

AI. swiftly sped they south to meet the foe
Beguiling time with songs, dispelling woe.
With shouts, haloos and yells mountains shake
And keep the sad-eyed passengers awake.
And when at last dull Morpheus lured to rest
Bright visions of new laurels brought them zest
And promise of the fleece that was their ardent quest.

What ancient songs of 'venture can excd
Rincon, Magdalen or San Marcial,
Where doughnuts grow, and thick the pies
as flies.
Where deftly risb were taken, which imp~es

, ...

That 'Varsity football Trojans lcnow no fear
But deeds perfonn to 'stonish sages seer.
These escapades were only less a-lack
Than those that happened on the journey
back,
For subtle thoughts and cunning schemes, great heroes
never lack.
When Phoebus' golden lamp was on the wane
Far famed A. C. came down to meet the train
And talcing satchels, giving yell for yell
The foe escorted to the near hotel.
Then supper, songs and dse so grand a feast
That Phoeb behdd when rising in the east.
Anays of cracker boxes, cans of beans
r liS. devilled ham, cheese. chile and sardines
And shining bottles, soda pop that numbered past the teens.
Next mom, somewhat recovered, did they show
How shoulder stacks could reach the mistletoe
And too the rustic's thunderstruck surprise
A game with dollars did the crew devise.
(And upstart Irish-luck by happy slip
Did win the much disputed Championship).
They drilled in football 'gainst the coming hay;

Some, rabbits chased; some, nymphs 'till dose of day
And dire design upon bananna bush gave way.
At supper grub grew scarce, and more was sought.
Harsh hostess well was worked by happy thot.
For one with Ieathem lungs did coarsdy howl
-Did'st say more chicken? Did you sigh for fowl?"
And one as deaf did answer with a sigh
1 More

chicken?

Yes.

And is there any pie?"

The hostess stirred her pity on the ground
That he should be affiicted so profound

Etsoons she joined the shout as viands went
around.
Next morn was idly spent in vie'Hini Cruces town,
Next ahemoon the band did stoutly seek renown.
That game I The bleachers red with
hostile chorus swelledBy worth alone was our deserving cause
upheld.
That game I As when strong steel with
stronger steel collides,
As solar wave the lunar tide o'errides
So greater weight 'gainst quicker action
forced the scale,

End runs, fake Icicles

and steady push of no avail

Stem Spartan courage fought it out nor deemed it meet to

wail.
Dark carrion gloom at last was chased away
And fairly happy ending had the day,
For fair defeat did every warrior claim
And yelled for college at the evening game.
The City Basket Ball scored I 0 to I 0
And then the festive dance and 'Varsty men
Sweet fem'ine magic-troubled hearts grew light
And some, 'tis rumored, loathed to say 1good night,"
And yet returned to Coates, they seemed to sleep all right.

TIS 4 a.m. Lo! Is it Gabriel's call,
Or just the guardian Angell in the haD)
1Get

up boys, quick, the train is coming in 11

And then arose a doleful, direful din.
Socks over shoes and everything away
1 WiD someone strike a match) 1
1 l.eggo my tie1 1
1She's coming inl 1
And out the heroes fled
Sans hats, sans coats, sans shirts, heels over head
And thus they left the scene of woe as Cruces once had did.
Next day aboard was one replete with sights,
And how the Ajax walks and Indian fights
And rabbits swim, was shown by willing guide

As wide-mouth Tenderfoot stared saucer-eyed.
And distant towns of lava were discried.
One told of thrilling native ostrich ride
Those cunning birds which man and horse defied

And quickest loosed the lasoo tightest tied,
Etc., 'till home was reached and waiting friends e•pied.
Such was the sad defeat our boys enjoyed
Not long by void reproach were they annoyed
Kind sweethearts knew that they had nobly lost
And of a joyous party stood the cost,
Usurped the place of men and acted beau
And did it exquisee, the legends go.
And 1 Prexy1 recognized their sterling worth
......:ll~.;:..

And banqueted the hero band straightforth.
Tis known that manly heart two things doth love
The one is girls·- the other one is grub.
A bad start to a happy end gave growth
In recompense the fellows got them both.

This November weather is the sort to make one gayB rightest. fresh est sunshine from the morn till close of day;
Crisp ai r from the mountains, fresh, vigorous and new
Gives the hills a lustre, and the sky a deeper hue;
Such November weather makes one feel Its good t o live,
There's no end to sweet delights this life ha.'l to give
But while joy Is plenty, and pleasures have no lack.
The greatest pleasure of them all, Is strolling ro und the trao.:k
Strolling round the track. boys, strolling round the track;
Just a little turn or two, to the r eservoir and back,
Gazing Into m erry eyes, blue, or brown, or blackLife holds naugh t so pleasant as a stroll around the track.
Days like these It seems a shame to stay In study halls,
Books have grown wearisome, and endless study palls,
Science, mathematics, Latin, literature and Greek,
Prove no longer Interesting, a foreign tongue th ey speak
Only one thing comforts us, n oon Is drawing near,

Hour of rest and recreation, merriment and cheer.
Book.s may then be ftung astde, joys come trooping back
There will be companionship ln strolling round the traclt.
Strolling round the track, boys, strolling round the track;
Just a little turn or two, to the reservoir and back,
Gazing Into merry eyes, blue, or brown, or blackLife holds naught so pleasant as a stroll around the track.
Other, darker days may come; you'll remember still
All the .hal)l)y times you've spent here on 'Varsity Hill.
Then you'll talk of football games, victory and defeat,
And recall the campus trees, the pump, the old stone seat;
Talk of parties and their raids, plays and college sings,
Mingled In the memory wtth hosts of other things,
Best of all these autumn days wlll send their glamor back
When, with just one girl you know, you strolled around the
track.
Strolling round the track, boys, strolling round the track;
Just a little turn or two, to the reservoir and back,
Gazing Into merry eyes, blue, or brown, or blackLife holds naught so pleasant as a stroll around the track.

' A Track Athkte.•

Clrqrnnitlr.
<:Etetng a carefully collected compilation of matters of moment
upon the College Campus)
Aug. 22---school began.
23-Junlor-Senlor flag rush.
Tillie made a resolution.
24-Bryan made a speech.
Dormitory girls made the U. N. M. Song Books.
25-Unlversity "Sing" o n the Campus.
26-J. Rall)h Tascher arrived.
28-Lunoh-room girls received a presen t of a mirror.
Horton dropped Zoology.
29-Mirror In lunch-room still reported to be whole.
SO-First meeting of the swimming class.
Fifteen new microsopes ordered for Zoology.
Zoology Class in deep mourning.
31-Beglnning of foot-ball practice.
Price gets a stand-In with Prof. Angell.
Sept. 2-Estrella Literary Society excludes boys from membership.
3-Boys hold a meeting to establish a literary society.
4-Bus on time.
Student In Chemistry Class sprung a joke.
6-Dr. Tight absent from Zoology.
Extra entries for track work during second period.
Horton dropped French.
6-Junlot PartY.
7-Beglnnlng of "The Great White Spark" In Weekly.
9-Boy's Literary Society adopts a constitution and elect~
officers.
tO-Report from Business Manager of Weekly of two suh·
scrlptions paid up.
11-Report denied by reliable party.
12-Dormltory boys cleaned their lamp chimneys.
13-Dormltory boys all wearing dark glasses.
Preston laughed at 1oke of 4th Instant.
14-Track work In full ewing.
16-University Picnic.
University Steam-pump began to pump.
Maguire got a few pointers on cactus.
16-Beglnnlng of "Literary Rambles" In Weekly.
17-Pians being m ade for a new Dormitory.
IS-Contr actors busy with repairs on windmill. Expected to
be ih running order next week.
19-Two days holiday for the "Fair."
20-Unlversity boys join the parade.
21-"Great White Spark" growing exciting.
Horton dropped elocution.
22-Good prospects of a girl's hasket-ball team.

23-Zoology Quiz.
Heald and Tascher piked.
24-Zoology QUiz encored for Heald and Taschel'.
26-Khiva planning to give a program.
26-Work still going on on t'he wind-mill. Expected to bll irl
running order In the near future.
27--Girl!'! learned t"·o verses of a new song to sing In the Bus.
28-Bryari made a llpeech.
Oct. 1-Wind-mlll pumped !or three hours.
2-Mr. Maguire still practicing elocution.
3-Estrellas held a meeting.
4-Mr. Bryan joined the "Postage Stamp Association."
Horton dropped English II.
6-Two more entries !or track work.
6-The Khlva has announced a program,
7-Microscopes tor Zoology Class received.
9-Good prospects tor a girls' basket-ball team.
10-Foot-blill men hold Indignation meeting In Assembly.
11-Great tailing oft In track work.
12-"Great White Spark" still 1·unning through the columns
ot the Weekly.
l 3-Price attended a class.
14-Cyclone at the Boy's Dorm. VIsitors expected.
16-Nothlng doing.
16-Aibrlght''l debut Into University society.
Fred Forbes and Tom Danahy pleasantly entertained by
Seniors.
17-"Literary Ramble«" still to be continued.
18-German II dropped from the cour!'e.
l 9-Brysn made a "!leech.
Khlvtl. planning to give a program.
22-Dnnnhy <'hrmged his tailor.
23-Khlva held a meeting ! ! !
:!4-Dtckey appeared In Assembly.
25-Wind-mlll expected to bP In full running order next week.
:!6-Good prospects for a girl's basket-ball team.
27-Germnn It dropped from the course.
28-"Great Whit~> Spark" still running In the Weekly.
30-Cherub saw the point to a joke.
Nov. 1-Eiwood Albright entered school with due formality.
2-Prexy s~>renaded by his Zoology Class.
3-Horton. Danahy and Smith took In "Dr. Jekyll and Mr.
Hyde."
4-Tillle found out whAt P. D. Q. meant.
6-Raln.
H. P. K.
7-More rain.
Horton dropped French.
8-Reguhtr meeting of thE> Khiva po!ltponed.
9-Mr. Howl!lon and Mr. ~elva appenr~>d In Assembly.

10-Mr. Howison and Mr. Selva appeared In Alsembly.
11-Mr. Howison and Mr. Selva appeared In Assembly.
12-Danaby, Horton and Smith reported to be recovering
from the etrects o! their Initiation Into the Tri..;Aiphn
Fraternity.
13-U. N. 1\1, :15; A. I. S. 0.
H-The college students had their pictures taken.
Danahy changed from Elocution to Greek II.
16-Good prospects ot a girl's basket-ball team.
16-U. N. M. 25; Faculty 0.
17-Wind-mlll expected to be running soon.
18-U. N. 1\1. 12; S. F. I. 0.
19-Girls organized a basket-ball team.
20-TIIIIe piked a class.
21-Keneth got his hair cut.
22-Raln.
Sad falling orr in track wo: k.
23-Sub on foot-ball team arrived In Library In baby carriage.
24-Klrk Bryan made a speech.
25-S. P. told a joke. Everybody laughed.
26-People stopped laughing.
German II drormed from the course.
27-Prexy returned from the East.
Zoology students dusted their mlcrosopes.
28-college students broke the plate of flrst picture. Tried
again.
Dec. 1-Meetlng of the Khlvas postponed.
2-Estrellas gave an open meeting.
3-Desk removed trom the hall.
4--Sack brigade.
5-Had hash for supper at the Dormitory.
6-Exams. coming.
7-Dronahy gave away his des~ert.
8-"Llterary Rambles" to be continued.
1 0-Frank and Dolores joined the strollers.
11-It snowed.
1 2-PIIIow shams <'hanged at the Boy's Dorm.
13-Wnlter decided to pike no more classes.
14-Walter piked everything.
16-Stlll snowing.
18-U. N. M. 9; A. I. S. 4.
19-Pians !or a new dormitory being made.
20-Stopped snowing.
21-Exam!<. beginning.
Lots of sickness.
22-Miss Sisler left for Emporia.
23-Venus. Apollo and Titus appE'ared In various costume~.
Jan. 8-School began.
9-Had hash for supper at the Dormitory.
10-Bryan made a speech.

11-lllss Sisler returned from Emporia.
13- Popularlty of Library as a trystlng place wanlll8•
H -Skatlng good.
16-Estrellru~ elected officers.
17-Presldent of the Estrellas reslgn!L'.
18-Roll-call In Assembly. Ross waa there.
111-Rumor abroad that the Khlva will hold a meetlnl'•
20-Fir•t number of the "Mesa World."
21-l\111'8 Hall's father arrived from Michigan.
22-Mr. Danahy disappeared.
23-llad hash for supper at the Dormitory.
24-The "call of the wild" becomes persistent.
25-N. M. 28; N. M. A. C. 16.
26-l\!1'. Danahy turned up with a black eye.
27-Dolores moved to the Dorm.
D;lllahy changed !rom Zoology to Latin II.
28-Fro.nk happy.
29-Rryan made a speech.
Feb. 1-'l'asc·her, Ilfeld and Danahy got new hats.
2-Didn't have hash for supper at the Dormitory.
3-Students practicing for the Declamatory Contest.
4-No one knew their Botany lesson.
6-U. N. M. 24; A. H. S. 19.
6-lce no good.
Attendance at Assembly tine.
7-Estrellas elect a president.
8-Presldent of the El<trellru~ re!llgns.
9-Mnrguerlte on timE' for history.
10-Clnncy and Hayden didn't go to AS!lembly.
11-Clnncy and Hayden went to Faculty Meeting.
12- Mr. Horton got 11 new hat.
13-Rome tl\lk or the Khlva having a meeting.
14-Rumor faille.
15-Cherub gave the College yell.
IS-Cherub rele:u•ed after giving proofs that It was his nr~l
ot'Cense.
17-\VIndmlll expected to run next week.
I 8-Trlg. Cla!<!l 8; U. N. Ill. 1.
19-Dormltory surprise party.
Frank experiments in Frat. Room, Walter !!Ole spectator.
20-Windmlll running.
21-ReKular meeting of the Khlva postponed.
22-\Va!!hlngton Banquet.
Alhrlght was Rerlous.
23-Rrynn mnd€' a speech-washed dishes.
24-It blew.
Windmill broken.
21i-Tt blew harder.
Windmill more broken.
26-RehPr'lr!!nl<~ fot· the De<'lnmatory Contest over.

27-Everybody knew their botany,
28-Meetlnlf ot the Khiva postponed.
Mar. 1-Had hash for supper at the Dormitory.
Khiva dead.
2-K. L C. column revived.
3-Tombstone erected to the Khlva on the Campu•.
4-;;Literary Rambles" to be continued.
Bonnie appeared before the Faculty.
5-Faculty meeting (open to the public.)
6-The wind stopped blowing.
7-It rained.
8-It stoped raining.
9-lt blew.
A dull day tor the "Track athletes."
10-Horton's Minstrels made their tlrst appearance.
11- The boys yelled coming home.
Great excitement. Fire-wagon tears up the street.
12-Boys serenaded Constable Smtih with College yell.
13-Dorm. boys cleaned house.
14-"CaU of the Wild" stiJI strenuous.
16-U.

N.

M. 9; A.

t. s.

6.

17-Message to Garcia about due.
18-New basebaU suits arr ived.
19-Kenneth wore his to rehearsal.
20-cherub makes trouble.
Danahy chastises Chetub.
22-Bryan didn't make a speech.
23-Message to Garcia not delivered.
24-Windmlll running.
25-Dormltory students went to C hurch.
Miss Sisler and Miss Huggett got dinner.
26- Dormltory students absent from classe11.
27- Dormltory surprise party.
28-The quarrel.
Tascher thinks of ch!\nging his place at the tahl'!.
29-Fewer "track athletes" out.
Tascher thinks of getting a pocket stove.
30-The reconciliation.
31-Arbor Day.
Clancy tanned out.
U. N. M. 22; Faculty 2.
Apr. 2-Mr. Horton pours the water at the Dorm.
Miss Sisler gave up drinking water.
S-Windmlll still running.
4-Mr. Danahy didn't ent nny dinner.
6-Didn't have fried potatoes at the Dorm. tor dinner.
6-Tri-Aiphas got new hats.
7-Plans being made tor a new Dormitory.
8-No joke ot Prot. Crum's reported.

®ur 1\llurrti.arr.a.
The following are the names of those men and firms who by their
generosity have made possible the publication of this book. We take
this opportunity of thanking them and would suggest to the gtudent body
that 'Tum about is fair play.1
Albuquerque Lumber Co.
AIWtrado Pharmacy
American Lumber Co.
Baldridge, J. C.
Bank of Commerce
Bebber Optical Co.
Benh lm Indian Trad. Co.
Candelario, J. S.
Emmons, J. D.
Faber. A.
Fee, E. W.
First National Bank
Friedberg Bros.
Globe Store
Oruns!eld Bros.
Hahn, W. H.
Har11ch Bottling Works
Ha.w!Py on the Corner
Hayden, A. W.
Houston. F. J.
Tl!eld. B.
lYeii, Byron H.

Jaffa Grocery Co.
Korber Co
Learnard & L indeman n
Lithgow, H. S.
Matson Co., 0. A.
May, c.
Monarch Grocery Co.
Montezuma Trust Co.
~lornlng Journal
:\!urphy & Patterson
0:1k Parlor Barber Shop
O'Brien Sisters
Palmer, J. F.
Pennington
Putney, L. B.
Rosenwald, S. U.
Schwartzman & With
Strong's Sons. 0. W.
St-.r Hay & Grain Co.
!';tate National Bank
Trimble, W. S.
l'nlverslty of New Mexic o
Whitney Co.

ID4r lllniurrsity
nf Nrnt .tlr.xirn
IJolltgtau llrpartmmt
CJ Four years' collegiate work leading
to the B. A. degree.

t&rabuatr llrpartmrnt
CJ Work offered In special lines leading
to advanced degrees.
£nglnnrlng llrpnrtmmt

CJ Offering In 1906-1907 the first two
years of a four-year course In Mechanical, Civil, Electrical and Mining
Engineering.

Nnrmal llrpartmrnt
CJ One year of professional work is required In addition to the four years '
academic course or its equivalent.

Arabrmll Drpartmrnt

CJ Four years' preparatory work leading
to a diploma that will admit the holder
to all first class Universities In the
United States.
Qlommrrrtal Drplll'tlltntt

CJ This department exacts the full four
years' work required for the completion of one of the academic courses.
with substitution of commercial
branches.

CJ Board and

Rooms at the Untveralty Dorm itory at reasonable rates. For further
Information address the PTealdent.

Ill.~.

Wigqt, Jnswrnt.

Albnqurrqur. N ttn •rx tro

Suits Made to Measure
Style and Fit CuorontHd

~

Friedberg
'Brothers
llp-to-l)atelfats
ancl Furnishings

CO li Nell I'IAILIIOAD AVe . AND I'IA8T 8TIII5ET

NAVA JO SWASTIKA J EWELRY
Stick Pin. plain, "-ln. aquare .................... $ .40
Same, ae t with turquoise . .. .. . . . .. .. . .. .. . . . . . .50
R lnr, mounted with Swutlb.... . .... •. .. .... .. . .50
S ame, sot with turquoise... . . .. .. .. . . . . .. . . . . . .60
Bracelet, II &mall Swas tikas, plain ............... 3 .50
Shlrtwalat Brooch, plain, 9-161n. aq .... ..... ... . .60
Same. with turquoise sot.... .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. . . . . . .85
Brooch, plain, \-ln. aquare .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. . . . .85
Same, set wtth turquoise.. .. . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.25
Hat Pin, plain. 11-ln. aq., lonr pin.... . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.00
Sarno, set wllh turquoise ..... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 1.25

FOR !MEN & CJJOYS

Barnett Building

105 S. Second St

ALBUQUERQUE. HEW MEXICO

Have a Motto: fMake It Mean Something
-OURSI5 - -

"Same goods for less money;
CJJetfer goods for same money."
What does it mean?

As.t oar customers?

Eri)ri)OI)S, tl)e Furl)iture Mal)
Wholesale and Retail Furniture, Stoves,
Carpets, Draperies and Chil)aWare
WEST !:NO OF VIADUCT

BOTH TEL!:PHOHES

KODAKS

SPORTINC COODS

F. 0. HOUSTON
206 W. RAILROAD A VENUE

PHOTOGRAPHERS' SUPPLIES

TYPEWRITERS

-

You Will Save Time and Money by Sending Your Orders to ...

GRUNSFELD BROTHERS
Wl)olesale Dry Goods, Notions, Boots, Shoes
Domestics, furnishlr)g Goods, Etc
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

NEW YORK OFFICE: 145-151 Cre<.n Street.

COLORADO TE:..EPHON! 250

AUTOMATIC TELEPHONE 452

Schwartzman & VVith
Whol esa le and Retail Dealers In Fresh and
Sa lt Meats . Fresh Sausage Every Day
211 WEST RAILROAD AVENUE

ALBUQUERQUE . NEW MEXICO

if

THE VICI EYE-GLASS MOUNTINGS

~JA--===- There
are no parts to break
or get out of order. We

Most stylish, comfortable, Inconspicuous eye-glass
-===-d~~
mounting ever invented.

constantly seek to originate
new methods of excellence

BEBBER OPTICAL COMPANY
11~

Weat Oold Avenue.

AlbuquerQue ' • Excl usive Opticians

wqr Jqntngrapqs
lN THIS ANNUAL WERE NEARLY AU.. MADE BY

J.ruutugtnu
The work ~b for itself. All who have their work clone
at DIY STUDIO are pleued. and it plea... me to pleate aU.

cirounb Jlloor &tnbio, .lDB W. Eailroa.b ~ut

THE HARSCH
B01TLING

WORKS
ESTABLISHED 1886

-

BOTTLERS OF-

COYOTE
SPRINGS MINERAL
W eter, Sod... Etc

ALBUQUERQUE. • • NEW MEXICO

PLAN A LIFE-TIME

OF PLEASURE ....
Get one our everlaJtina vehiclee,
harness and aaddlea. Bea
quality, loweet pricea.

J.

KORBER & CO.
c-.. Al~1<1.,..

CotDer Fll'ltaod

Sal)ta Fe, New Mexico
Is the Home of the

Star Hay & Grain Co

ORIG I NAL

Old Curio Store

Dulns In Alllinds of

Specialties In Chimayo Blankets, R ugs
a nd Pillow ToPB, wh ich are Imitated by many, equalled by
none. Send for pr ice
list and free souvenirs

Horse, Cattle
and Poultry
Supplies

Ma ll Or ders Received are Promptl y
and Accurately F1lled.

Agents for Wilbur's Arid Lee's
Poultry Remedies......

Headquarters for Genuine India I)
Goods and Cur iosities

J . 5 . CAN DE LA RIO
Wholesale and Retail Dealer
301-303 San Francisco St.
NEW MEXICO

SANT A FE,

t:Albuquerque,

tl(& Merko

Wlt1i cAmpfe Ulevu vttf UflStlrp~etf

•• •F~.cllltles•••

THE BANK OF

COMMERCE

OFFICERS & DIRECTORS

OF ALBUQUERQUE, NEW tMEXICO

w. S. Stricicl,r. Vi« FWsidtnl and Cashier

Solomo11 /.JI11a, Fnsld'"'

Extends to CJ>epositors E<oery P,oper Accomrruxlatlon and Solicits Ne<(J) Accounts

CAPITAL $150,000.00
Depository ftw f!te c-A.,

T. & S. F. Rl.iJ<(J)Ay

W.j.joh11so11, A$s/sfallf Cashltr
William Mcintosh
f. C. Baldn'dp Gto>p A"'ot
A . M . Blackw./1
O. E. CI'Omw.ll

Go to the Alhaqaerque Lamht1'
Compan)l for Gws, Paints ami
atf !tlnas of Balfaing Material

A. W. HAYDEN
Contrador ana
'Builder•••

Firs t and !Urquett~
Albuquetque

&Htrick PllHmu
Afb'!!nlrl Sltot:s
for l'ldn11
~"Hosiery

B. Contts

New &. Correct
Noveltlealn
FAN3
HOSIERY
TRit-I.MINCS
RIBBONS
COMB SETS
SHOES
UND 'RWEAR
RUCHINCS
LACES
VEILINCS
CORSET3
ETC

412 W. Copper Aw• o41buquerque,';ao(,. N.

.. B. ILfELD &
"~ SIDI't:

Tl)lrd and Railroad Av.

af

-

co ..

Orul~ty"

A lbuquerque. H. M .

"Wc'" Sltots lor
0"'~"

Gt:islto Waists
~rris Corstt
Waists•.•

VE YOU THOUGHT of what to get
for your graduation gown or class day
dress? CJI If you have to have a dress of this
-sort come in our store and permit us to show
~,.~!b.\~~ you the largest and most varied line in the
city. CJI The newest and latest fabrics we show in great
variety: French Ba~es, Organdies, Washable Chiffons, Persian Law111, Plain
Swisses, Doued SwWes, Swiss Mulls, Chiffon T issues, Chiffonettea, Fancy
Mulls, Crepe de Cheoe, Lansdowne, Wool Balistea, Mohair., Henrietta~, Cream
Panama., Albaboaaea, Voillea, Marquisettes, Chedced Novelties, Chiffon T affetaa

B. ILFELD & COMPANY

He was a lusty athlete
And had a chest

l
1
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t
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s
But when insignias came out
He got one just

l

k
e

h
s
He tried to make one grand pole vault

s
l
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He went way up I
But something seemed to be at fault
For he came down
s

k
et

h

1
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ITHE

STORE OF RELIABILITY

I

Ladies' Furnishings
Fine Dress Goods
Staple and Fancy Notions

THE GLOBE STORE
"Look for ttie Big Olobe Sign"

Prize-Winning Shoes
Gendemen's Furnishings
Hats and Caps
I

ITHE

STORE OF RELIABILITY

I

Clt7 Office: AlbuquerQtM Stearn Laundr}'

Ctl7 Office: Hahn'a Co.! Yard.

®nk Jarlnr r&arbrr ~ltnp
11. .J'. .tJuritur & Qln.• Jrnprittars
a • CAM H CATCO . A f H

•ooMe

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

207 WEST RAILROAD AVENUE

J. F. PALMER••••

BOTH PHONES

Wholesale ancl Retail Hay, Grain, Groceries, Fruits
vul Vegef~hles.
SO I North Firat Street

Pf'tlssian Poulftoy and Stocft Foods
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

A Compln• lin• tf
Eastman's and Blair
(Haw~•) Cam.,us.
D.v.lopinr andfiniskinr for amat•urs.

BROMIDE
ENLARGING
CAMERAS
For Rent

AT HAWLEY'S ON THE CORNER

OPPOSITE THE
POST-OFFICE

THE STATE NATIONAL BANK
OF ALBUQUERQUE. NEW MEXICO
Capital ...................................................... $100,000.00
Surplua and Undivided Profit.................... 115,000.00

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:-0. N.Marron, President; Wm. Farr, VIce
President; J. B. Herndon, Cashier; Roy McDonald, Assistant Cashier;
I. A. Dye, J. A Weinman, E. A. Miera F. H. Strong, Jay A. Hubbs and D. H.
Carna.
l:o1 ! I
Account• of lodiridu•l.. FITIIU, aDd Corpol11tions Solicited. lntereat Paid ou .ix Mouth• De,_rt. at
Rate of 5 per cent per Annum.

8Wontezuma 'Trust Co.
Atbuqaerqut, Ne<W Mexico
~

CAPITAL AND SURPLUS $100,000
~

Interest Allo'nJecl on Saving Deposits.

Make Us Prove
Tftat we fzc:oe one of the best equipped ancf

most up·to·cfafe clmg stores in the Southwest.

Make Us Prove
That we sell the best Drugs, Medldnes ancl
Sunclries that experience ancf money can buy.

Put lJs to the Test
and see if we don't
make good ••••••

IIRf&l
We Deliver Goods Promptly, without extra charge.
'Phone us your order.

TWO STORES:
tJ'•••u•u••••••••••••"•~•-u•u•u•••'••''''''''•''-'''•''•''•''•1•t•::

l

~

~

?

i The t:Alvarado
~

Pharmacy

§ Fl'st Street and Gold c:A<uenue.

~

~,=-

i
€
.:.ttti•••'•'''''"'''''''''"''''•''•"•"•'\t''-"•''•''••'•••w•u•u•ti='

-•'''''*'''''•''•''•''•''•._,,,,,,,,..

~

,,,,~,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,.,,,,,,.:.

~

t.~~~f~~;:::. l

Auto 'Phone J22

Sold
Exclusively
1Jy

S. U. Rosenwald

&ll 'Phom3

W. L. Trimble &Co.
LIVERY AND TRANSFER STABLES
For Hacks, Ll'Pery ~ncl Transfer.

H3 N . 2nd St.

Albuquerque,N.M.

~11~ Wittst !llatiottal mank
ALBUQUERQUE ,

NEW

MEXICO

UQited States Depository
PAID UP CAPITAL ...... ................ .. $200.000.00
SURPLUS ...... .... . .......................... ... GO.OOO. OO

Deposits Q;wo anb <One !half BUllion lloUal's

,

..

'tJf\dt•t'lll't.tt\~jt:U'\t'-\lf\.lf\...\•tt-"'"'"'·t\en.t'tl'l.,_.~ ~

! Use Gold Coin Rour I
~

~

i

:

~. ,,.,,,,,.,•.,,,,.d'•".'''''''''''''''',.'''""'"'U't'''' ''"'''•••u•••'•''''''''''''''•••hfl•"•"•"•'.''''•t•u•u•uC

= = ]. C. BALDRIDGE = =
DEALBR IN

Lumber, Sash, Doors, Glass, Paint, Cement, Plaster
P. & B. P aper and M althoid Roofing
)olmson's Wood Dyes

ana Ffoor W.u.

423 South First St.

The Monarch Grocery Co.
======TH E H OMEOF======

Monarch Pure food Products

~l
W,

~~~~~~~~~~

B\:)ron H. lves
FLORIST
317-3 19-321 SANTA iL AVLNUL.
1s,ooo SQU<re reet of Glass.

i

I~
~

M~T»~~:;'!I)~;»~~~~M

PALMS, I'"LRNS,
CONSLRVATORY and
~LDDI NG PLANTS.
~~

CUT iLOWLRS
iOI' ~II

Occasions.

NAVAJO
WHITE
PINE
!Manufacturecl by the

AMERICAN LUM6ER CO.
cA!buquerque, New !Mexico

... WE MAKE ...
Bevel Siding, Doors, Sash.
Mouldil)g, Dil1)ension
==ANDI==

Fruit Boxes
rc:Alf ft{nas ana St$tS.

r=;;;stalments

\I

F umish your home on this plan. A small payment
down each week or month. We sell Fumiture,
Carpets, Draperies, Ranges, Kitchen Ware, Crockery, and Glass Ware on easy payments.

I o. w.
I

STRONG'S SONS

201-21 I North Secood St.

Albuquerque, New Mexico'

II

I

BUILDING SUPPLIES

EUREKA WHITE LIME

W. H. Hahn & Co.
AMERICAN BLOCK COAL
Mill. WOOD

COKE

KINDLING

THE PREPOSITION PROPOSITION.
(As -

by

&ll

Eog!i.h student)

A preposition can't be used to end a sentence in,
There's nothing you can use it for
Without a loss of vim.
A thing that I have thought of, or
Rather, worked upon,
Is that no preposition's fit
To quit a sentence on.
How cou]d you say that "Finland's where the little
fish ccme from,"
Without a preposition to end the sentence with
You'd say that "That's from where the little fishes
come.
Or else, "Where fishes come from is that place
where Fin1and is."
You mix it, wouldn't you?
There's no sense doing things that way and I'm
not going to.

..

0' Brien Sisters
UP-TO-DATE

Mlll/NfRS
3 14 Weat R. R. Ave.

Albuquerque

Murphy &Patterson

===Feed anod=
' ==

Livery Stable
321 West S{{<oer Awnae.
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW lMEX.

Y OUR PBBT &K 110 omaU that you au llttle of them youruU and thlnlt tbat they are u..-..pl~. Cut&lnly
that b a mlatah. The abaptlu your fut an, the more they will be noticed and It Ia your plain duty to drcu them to
the beat &dvantacc. Th• ,_t aatlafaetary way to do thb Ia to let u. fit you to a p&lr ol our otyll.oh abou, Oxford& or
SUppuo. Prlc:u &K ycry rcaoon&blc.

W4t 3Jaffa <t;rnrrry <lTnmpauy
"GOOD THINGS TO EAT"

Albuquerque's Leading
Stationery Store.

Newspapers and Pertodicals
Eastman Kodaks an1
Photographic Supplies
Stationery,
Scftool an.cl Blank 'Boob,
Office Suppltes.
Reading ma.tter of all sorts,
Hanel Painted Cftina,
Wfc!t Cut Glass,
Hammocks, Post Cards,
Cfally Gareis, Dinner Cards,
Sporting Goods,
Playing Cards, Pidures,
'Bronze Ware,
Crepe Paper, Tissue Paper,
Dri../tsman Supplies,

Etc. Etc.

L

Co.J

BARNEIT BUILDING.-WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.- ALBUQUERQUE. N. M

0. A. Matson &

THE LEADERS
in the music trade of New Mexico and Arizona
call your attention to the high grade

<ttQtrktriug

Jtauns

1Brns.

which receive the highest commendation from hundreds of enthusiastic
purchasers and prominent. musicians in the Southwest.
PERFECT PURCHASERS

WE INVITE

c/o not fail to see ancl hear the Chickering CJJros. 'Pianos before pla.cing your
orcler for any other make.

lo'bers of music to <visit us ln our
handsome salesroom. We <will he
pleased to shocw you OUt' stocft..

Learnard & Lindeman
•'THE SQUARE MUSIC DEALERS"

206 WEST GOLD ANENUE.

FEED AND SEED

E. W. FEE
618-620

u.

s.

SECOND ST.

N. M WEEKLY
"'UBLISHEO BY THE U.N. M. STUO&NTS

VOL . VII I

N0.3&

o\LaU QUaiiQU., N , M. M ARCH l, UIO&
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THE PINNACLE OF SUCCESS HAS BEEN
ATTAINED BY US IN THE

furniture and Carpet
busin~s. f:l With strong and persistent efforts we have succeeded
in making our store the leading and
most popular one of its lcind in
town. CJ We have made it an object to sell the best at the right price.

g Our stock comprises every- f:l Come and
thing in the line of F umiture
Carpets, and Draperies from
the cheapest to the very best

308-310
Railroad
Ave.

see us and be
convinced that we offer the
lest values. We will be pleased to show you over our store.

AL6L-=RT fA6L-=R

308-310
Ralhad
Ave.

WHITNEY COMPANY
HARDWARE

THE LARGEST STOCK WEST OF KANSAS CITY

Stoves, Range and House furnishings
Plumbing, Heating and Tinning.
Call end see our
Handsome Plumblnt Display Room.

113. 115. 117 S. r~ntStreet.
401-403 N. Fir.t Sueet.

